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Chapter I

Introduction

Heterogeneous elementary processes at the gas-solid interface are intensively studied [1]
due to their important role in many domains. Nowadays, 90% of the industrial chemical
processes involve a heterogeneous catalytic reaction [2,3], as for instance, petrol refining,
synthesis of chemical products, fabrication of fibers and plastics or the treatment of
combustion products in motor vehicles [4–6]. An important example is the synthesis of
ammonia. In this reaction the dissociation of N

2

molecules is the limiting step. G. Ertl,
who elucidate the mechanism for this dissociative reaction, was laureated with a Nobel
price in Chemistry in 2007, due to the ensemble of studies he performed about chemical
processes on solid surfaces. Besides, in order to understand reactions of interest for
atmospheric chemistry [7] and in the interstellar media [8–10], to get a precise description
of the heterogeneous reactive mechanisms at the molecular level is mandatory. The
chemical reactivity at the gas-solid interface is also of interest for the atmospheric entry
of spatial vehicles, as it can contribute up to 30% of the heat flux that goes through
the wall of the vehicle [11, 12]. Moreover, the description of plasma-wall interactions is
an important issue within the international project to design and build an experimental
fusion reactor (ITER) [13], which will be (if as predicted, in 2025) the world’s largest
performed magnetic confinement plasma physics experiment. And more important, it
will be the first fusion device to produce net energy.

The interaction of atoms and molecules with surfaces can be influenced by a large
number of physical parameters such as surface temperature, the presence of adsorbed
impurities, local defects, the energy available to the impinging molecule as well as the
incident angle. Thus, a theoretical dynamical approach is required to catch the essential
physics of the problem. As the issue is complex, acquiring knowledge for the interaction
of atoms and small molecules with surfaces is fundamental to extrapolate to larger chem-
ical systems. When an atom or a molecule impinges on a surface, different elementary
processes can take place as a consequence of the interaction:

1



2 Chapter I. Introduction

Scattering or Reflection

In this process, the impinging molecule is sent back to the vacuum by the repulsive force
generated by the surface at short distances (Figure I.1). When the parallel momentum to
the crystal surface of the scattered projectiles changes by discrete amounts, the process is
denoted as coherent or diffractive scattering. Diffraction is observed when the wavelength
associated to the particle is of the order of magnitude of the surface lattice parameter
and the adsorbates are localized on the adsorption wells. This quantum effect makes the
angular distribution of a molecular beam scattered from a surface to present a discrete
peaks distribution. Otherwise, the process is denoted as incoherent scattering.

Diffraction patterns give information about the surface structure and lattice dynam-
ics of a material. In fact, molecular (atomic) beam diffraction experiments have became
a common surface analysis technique [14], like the Helium Atom Scattering (HAS) and
H

2

(D
2

) Thermal-Energy Molecule Scattering (TEMS), or the more recent Grazing Inci-
dence Fast Atom Diffraction (GIFAD) and Grazing Incidence Fast Molecule Diffraction
(GIFMD) techniques.

Figure I.1: Reflection process.

Adsorption

The impinging molecule equilibrates with the lattice and gets stuck on the surface (Figure
I.2). If the electronic structure of the molecule is hardly perturbed upon adsorption, i.e.,
when there is a weak interaction between molecule-surface induced dipole moments, the
process is denoted as physisorption. When the electronic structure of both, the molecule
and the surface, is strongly perturbed the process is denoted as chemisorption. For
instance, while N

2

chemisorbs on Ni(110), it is only found to physisorb on Pt(111) [15].
In some cases, molecules physisorb on their own chemisorbed layers [16], like CO

2

does
on MgO(100) surface [17]. When it comes to molecules, two kind of chemisorption can
be distinguished. If fragmentation occurs, it is denoted as dissociative chemisorption,
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and otherwise as molecular chemisorption. Dissociative chemisorption is an important
elementary process since it is a determining step in many synthesis processes for example
in ammonia synthesis (3/2H

2

+ 1/2N
2

! NH
3

) or CO oxidation (CO + 1/2O
2

! CO
2

).
As a consequence, it has been widely studied, in particular for simple molecules such as
H

2

, N
2

and O
2

[18–34].

Figure I.2: Adsorption processes. Left: Physisorption or molecular chemisorption. Right:
Dissociative chemisorption.

An efficient adsorption process will cover the surfaces with adsorbates. The coverage
importantly affects all gas-surface elementary processes. Therefore, a good knowledge
of surface coverage, as well as of its characteristics (adsorbates arrangement, adsorp-
tion energies and vibrational modes), is essential. Nowadays many experimental tech-
niques are accessible that allow a very precise characterisation of surfaces [35]. Apart
from HAS and TEMS, Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) and neutron diffrac-
tion allow to determine the structure of surfaces and adsorbates arrangements. Using
photoelectron spectroscopies (UV spectroscopy and X ray spectroscopy) and Auger elec-
tron spectroscopy surface composition and chemical state (molecular or atomic) of the
incoming molecule on the surface or adsorbate coverage can be known. Thanks to En-
ergy Electron Loss Spectroscopy (EELS), vibrational modes of the adsorbates can be
known. Moreover, using the Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and the Scanning Tunnel-
ing Microscopy (STM) the topology of the surface (AFM and STM) and the electronic
structure of the surface (STM) can be measured. The electronic structure can be also be
measured by Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES). To know adsorption
energies Temperature Programmed Desorption (TDP) technique can be applied.

Absorption

The molecule or atom penetrates into the subsurface and equilibrates into the metal
bulk (Figure I.3). Many studies have focussed on simple molecules absorption on metal
surfaces [36–40]. In particular, many efforts have been dedicated at understanding hy-
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drogen absorption on metal surfaces [37] due to its importance in metal embrittlement,
hydrogen purification and hydrogen storage [41]. In general H occupation of the surface
is energetically favored, and at relatively low coverage (0.25 ML), the existence of sub-
surface H is not expected [37]. However, subsurface atoms play an active role in several
chemical reactions. For instance, hydrogenation reactions on Ni and on Pd nanopar-
ticles [42, 43] imply the presence of subsurface atoms. In CO oxidation on Rh(111),
subsurface O acts as a reservoir for replenishing reagent as it is consumed [44].

Figure I.3: Absorption process.

Abstraction or Recombination:

Adsorbed atoms are removed from the surface by combining with atoms coming from
the gas phase (Figure I.4). Surface recombination proceeds through either Langmuir-
Hinshelwood (LH) [45], Eley-Rideal (ER) [46] or Hot-Atom (HA) [47] recombination.
The two formers can be considered as a limit mechanisms. LH mechanism occurs when
chemisorbed species recombine after thermal diffusion. ER mechanism occurs when an
atom from the gas phase hits the surface and is scattered within a single collision as a
molecule, i.e., bound to a previously adsorbed atom. The HA mechanism can be consid-
ered as the intermediate process between ER and LH. First, the gas-atom/molecule gets
trapped on the surface due to energy exchange with the surface and/or the adsorbates
or by energy transfer from normal to parallel motion. This trapped atom on the surface
but not equilibrated with it, is denoted as an hot atom. While the hot atom travels
on the surface it experiences further energy exchanges. Finally, it may collide with an
adsorbate and recombine.

In the last decades, numerous theoretical [48–68, 68–80] and experimental stud-
ies [81–97] have considered recombination on metals. Very different behaviors have
been observed depending on the recombining species and the metal surface. As atom
chemisorption energy is usually large on such materials, thermal recombination via the
LH reaction is ineffective at low temperature. Rather, recombinations may proceed
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Figure I.4: Recombination processes: LH (left), HA (middle) and ER (right) mechanisms.

via ER or HA abstraction. The recombination of light projectiles (H,D) [48, 49, 58, 68,
69, 74, 81, 82, 84, 86, 90, 94] was suggested to mainly proceed via HA recombination, in
which the incoming gas-phase species experiences few collisions with the surface prior
recombining with the adsorbate. Conversely, the ER abstraction is thought to be less
efficient. However, this assertion should be considered with care as recent theoretical
studies evidenced that ER and HA mechanisms may compete in the recombination of H

2

from H-covered W(110), as a result of dissipation of energy to other adsorbates during
the hyperthermal diffusion of the hot atoms [78]. Thus, though the single-collision ER
reaction cross sections are generally small, with some exceptions such as N

2

formation
on Ag(111) [70, 92], or H recombination with adsorbed Cl on Au(111) [68], they might
be a non negligible contribution to the total abstraction cross sections.

The molecular beams (MB) technique [1, 98] is one of the most useful experimental
tools to study the dynamics and kinetics of gas-surface processes. A MB is a spatially
well-defined, directed and collision-free flow of molecules. The beam source is generated
by a supersonic expansion of a gas flowing through an orifice (nozzle) to a chamber at
lower pressure. Numerous MB setups of different complexity have been described [98].
For dynamical studies, the distribution of energy over the different external and internal
degrees of freedom (DOF) can be controlled. A wide range of translational energies can
be covered by changing the temperature of the nozzle or by mixing the gas of interest
with a gas of different mass (seeding gas). The desired vibrational and rotational states
can be selected by laser irradiation [99–101] or focusing of pre-existing states by electric
fields. Besides, polar reagents approach geometry can be also controlled by a external
electric field, such as a strong homogeneous electric field [102] or an inhomogeneous field
created by a hexapole [103]. If the reaction of interest involves several reactants, these
can either be introduced via the background gas or by crossing several beams on the sam-
ple surface. Detection of gas phase molecules is realized by means of quadrupole mass
spectrometry, bolometric detection or laser spectroscopy. Alternatively, time-resolved
surface spectroscopies can be applied in order to obtain information on adsorbed species.
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Information on the rovibrational states population of the formed products can be gained
by resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) spectroscopy [104] or by ana-
lyzing the released infrared emission (infrared chemiluminescence) [105]. Furthermore,
Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) [106] and Femtosecond Transition-state Spectroscopy
(FTS) [107] allow to detect transition states of the reactions. Bond breaking and bond
forming processes are thus detected. Depending on the setup, the incidence angle, the
kinetic energy, the vibrational or rotational energy distribution or the orientation of the
incident molecules can be varied and the sticking probability, the angular distribution,
the velocity distribution or the vibrational or rotational energy distribution of desorbing
or scattered species can be detected [98].

In the past years, unprecedented accuracy has been achieved in the theoretical de-
scription of dynamics of elementary processes at metal surfaces thanks to the develop-
ment of initio electronic structure calculations based on density functional theory (DFT)
and the improvement in computational capabilities. Although more exact treatments
are possible, most of the developed models are based on the Born-Oppenheimer approxi-
mation (BOA) [108] so that the electrons do not undergo transitions between stationary
states [109]. Among them, two broad categories can be distinguished. Some meth-
ods rely on an analytic or numerical continuous representation of the molecule-surface
interaction potential, i.e., the potential energy surface (PES), like classical dynamics
and quantum dynamics simulations. The PES makes easy to calculate molecule-surface
interactions when integrating the dynamics equations, so that relatively large systems
and/or long time scales (ps) can be simulated. As a disadvantage, the results are limited
by the quality and functional form of the analytic potential function or the numerical
interpolation method. The representation of PESs has been a central issue since the
beginning of the theoretical investigation of reaction dynamics [1]. Moreover, accurate
fitting or interpolation becomes a very complex task as the number of nuclear DOFs of
freedom increases (>6). In quantum dynamics, the time-dependent Schrödinger equa-
tion is propagated for the nuclei, thus quantum effects such as tunneling and zero-point
energy (ZPE) are properly introduced in contrast with classical dynamics. However,
due to the exponential growth of the number of DOF with the number of particles, a
full quantum description is limited to only a few DOF in the problem. In contrast,
classical simulations can include the full dimensionality of the surface and molecule if
one is able to construct the full dimensional PES. Furthermore, ZPEs may be classically
introduced, so that quasiclassical dynamics (QCT) is carried out.The second category
methods are the so called Ab-Initio Molecular Dynamics (AIMD) in which the adiabatic
forces acting on each atom are determined during the simulation (on the fly) by means of
the Feynman-Hellmann theorem. Not needing to specify an analytic potential allows to
include all the dimensionality straightforwardly but with a computational cost. Within
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these methods simulations of long timescales, and/or great amount of trajectories are
not yet practical. As a consequence, the required averaging over many different initial
conditions in order to ensure reasonable statistics may not be affordable within the most
accurate methods. Depending on the characteristics of the process of interest (probabil-
ity, number of involved atoms, timescale) a compromise needs to be found between the
accuracy and computational cost of the approach.

Comparison of these theoretical approaches with experimental measurements has
proven their reliability for many gas-surface systems [110]. Furthermore, molecular dy-
namics calculations have proven to be a powerful tool to understand gas-surface re-
action dynamics. The potential of molecular dynamics simulations was for instance
demonstrated when studying non-activated (barrierless) adsorption processes. The ini-
tial decrease of the sticking probability with kinetic energy observed in these systems
was shown to be due to a dynamical mechanism, the steeringing effect [111, 112], pre-
viously underestimated. The importance of taking the appropriate multidimensionality
of the interaction dynamics into account has been widely demonstrated [1, 113,114].

However, the validity of the BOA might break down when non-adiabatic couplings
take place upon gas-surface scattering. In fact, non-adiabaticity of gas-surface inter-
actions have been evidenced in a number of experiments [115–123]. The BOA may
break down when the process involves spin state changes, electron transfer or electronic
(de)excitation of the projectile. In that case, for correctly representing these processes
diabatic or multiple PESs are necessary, together with couplings connecting them, since
the gas-surface interactions are highly affected by these electronic structure changes.
When non-adiabaticity is due to energy exchange between the internal DOFs of the
projectile and the surface electrons (electron-hole pair excitations), although they may
dramatically affect the processes due to the fact that the energy losses might difficult
overcoming barriers or favor steering effects, the interaction potential is not importantly
affected, i.e., the minimum energy PES properly represents the forces on the electroni-
cally excited system. In the last years, different ab initio theories have been developed
to deal with e – h pair excitations in molecular processes on metal surfaces [1]. Among
them, a good compromise between accuracy of results and simplicity of implementation
is offered by the local density friction approximation (LDFA) [124], as shown in ref [125].
Within this model, the energy dissipation in adsorption [126–128], scattering [129–131]
and dissociation [124, 131–133] processes on metal surfaces have been analyzed. More-
over, the description of such processes using an high-dimensional ab initio PES and
accounting for both e – h pair and phonon excitations processes has been achieved by
combining LDFA and the generalized Langevin oscillator model (GLO) [134] to incor-
porate energy exchange with the lattice phonons [135].
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From the mentioned gas-surface elementary processes, we focus on recombination
via ER and HA mechanisms. While coupling to phonons has been studied within the
framework of recombination, coupling to e – h pair excitations has been neglected so far,
despite they have been suggested to determine the HA abstraction kinetics [136]. Within
this context, the main objective of this thesis is precisely to study for the first time the
role of e – h pair excitation in these two mechanisms. To do so, we investigate H and
N abstraction from the W(100) and W(110) surfaces. The choice of adsorbate is moti-
vated by the knowledge acquired on other elementary processes, for which non-adiabatic
effects have recently been studied theoretically [126, 128, 137–139]. While studying the
adsorption of different species, the relaxation of the hot H atoms formed upon dissoci-
ation of H

2

on Pd(100) is shown to be completely dominated by e – h pair excitations.
For heavier chemical elements such as O

2

, N and N
2

, in contrast, phonons dominate
the initial stage of the adsorption process but still a substantial excitation of e – h pairs
is active during the long time scales that involve the final accommodation of the ad-
sorbates on the well. Therefore, our choice of systems will allow us to gain a rather
broad view of non-adiabaticity on recombination processes. Since the energy loss chan-
nels determine the hyperthermal diffusion time of the hot atoms, they will importantly
affect the HA reactivity if efficient. In an ER reaction, in contrast, the hyperthermal
diffusion is not relevant, but the high amount of energy released in the reaction may
substantially excite electrons and, consequently, be transferred to the metal. In the case
of HCl formation on Au(111) [85], for instance, part of the energy loss was suggested to
proceed via e – h pair excitations [69]. Regarding the selection of the metal substrate,
tungsten is precisely the armor material of choice for the plasma-facing components of
the ITER divertor [13], which must control the exhaust of waste gas and impurities
from the reactor and withstands the highest surface heat loads. Within this area, it is
essential to study the interaction between H atoms and molecules on tungsten surfaces
and the energy flow to the metal within a large range of energies of the order of electron
volts and more [140]. Since for practical applications polycrystalline metals are used, an
important aspect of gas surface reactions is the influence of crystallographic anisotropy.
Moreover, the differences in the electronic structures of the different crystal faces may
also influence the energy exchange with electronic excitations. The study of the two low
index crystal faces, which are indeed the most abundant in the polycrystalline W metal,
facilitates to evaluate these aspects. Besides, the ER process is of special interest as it
is usually very exothermic, and therefore, it provides highly excited molecules [141–143]
of potential interest for negative ions productions [144]. The theoretical approaches em-
ployed in this thesis allow us to follow and analyze the dynamics of the recombination
process in great detail. Particularly, the usual low probabilities of the recombination
processes suggest the use of QCT relying on PESs. This approach has been widely used
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and proved to be reliable in qualitative terms for these elementary processes. The thesis
is organised as follows:

Chapter II, III and IV detail the theoretical model employed, i.e., QCT simulations.
These method requires three steps:

(a) First, several ab initio potential energy values of the atom/molecule-surface inter-
action are determined by first-principles. In Chapter II, the methods applied for
the calculation of the electronic structure, i.e., the BOA and DFT, are presented.

(b) Second, a fit or interpolation of these total energies is performed to get a con-
tinuous representation of the atom/molecule-surface interaction, that is, the PES.
The methods used for the construction of the PESs investigated in this work are
described in Chapter III: the Flexible - Periodic - London - Eyring - Polanyi - Sato
(FPLEPS) function and the Corrugation Reducing Procedure (CRP).

(c) Third, classical equations of motion for the nuclei are integrated. In Chapter IV
the equation of motion and the integration procedure are presented. In addition,
the theoretical models used for electronic and phonon excitations are described.

Chapter V, VI, VII and VIII present the particular results obtained within the different
investigations carried out.

(d) In Chapter V the dissipation of energy to metal surfaces upon ER recombination
is investigated. The ER abstraction of (i) light H atoms on both W(100) and
W(110) crystallographic planes, and (ii) that of heavier N atoms in the same
surfaces are studied. The combination of LDFA and GLO model allow us to study
the competition of the two main energy loss channels and their influence on the
recombination dynamics.

(e) In Chapter VI, the stereodynamics of diatom formation through ER reactions is
investigated. The systems studied in the previous chapter are analyzed under
several projectile incidences. The different gas-surface potential interaction and
consequent ER dynamics allow us to gain a rather wide vision about different
stereodynamical behaviors on ER reactions. In addition, the influence of energy
dissipation to the metal is also described.

(f) In Chapter VII, the role of e – h pair excitations in HA recombination is investi-
gated. To do so, H abstraction from the W(110) surface at different H-coverages is
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analyzed. This allows to study the competition between electronic excitations and
projectile-adsorbates collisions in drawing out energy from the projectile, which
determines the lifetime of the hot atoms.

(g) In Chapter VIII, the role of e – h pair excitations in HA recombination is re-
investigated, but on the W(100) crystal face instead of on the W(110). Comparing
with previous results, the influence of the tungsten crystallographic plane on the H
abstraction dynamics is analyzed. Similarly, this allows us to study the dependence
of the energy losses on the surface crystal face.

Chapter IX summarizes the most relevant results.



Chapter II

Modelling molecule-surface
interactions

Ab initio dynamics calculations of chemical processes require a theoretical method to
describe the interaction between the involved chemicals. When it comes to molecule-
surface interactions, unfortunately, the complete description of the total number of nuclei
and electrons is computationally too costly to be feasible. In the case of crystal surfaces,
the most viable alternative is the use of the BOA and DFT. In this chapter the theoretical
methods used to describe the molecule-surface interaction will be described.

II.1 Born-Oppenheimer approximation

In gas-surface systems many atoms are involved, thus, let us start considering a system
of N nuclei and Ne electrons, and simplifying the problem not considering the spin. The
system is described by the coordinates of the nuclei (R

1

, ...,RN ⌘ R) and electrons
(r

1

, ..., rNe ⌘ r), as well as their respective masses (M
1

, ...,MN) and (me). Then, we
may write the non-relativistic Hamiltonian as a sum of five terms

H = T
N

(R) + T
e

(r) + V
ee

(r) + V
NN

(R) + V
eN

(r,R), (II.1)

where TN is the kinetic energy of the nuclei, Te the kinetic energy of the electrons, Vee

the Coulomb electron-electron interaction, VeN the Coulomb electron-nucleus interaction
and VNN the interaction among the nuclei. In atomic units (me = ~ = e = 1 ) the
components of the Hamiltonian are

T
N

(R) = �
NX
I=1

r2

I

2MI

, (II.2)

11
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T
e

(r) = �
NeX
i=1

r2

i

2

, (II.3)

V
ee

(r) =
X
i>j

1

|ri � rj|
, (II.4)

V
NN

(R) =

X
I>J

ZIZJ

|RI � RJ |
, (II.5)

V
eN

(r,R) = �
X
i,I

ZI

|RI � ri|
. (II.6)

The last four terms can be gathered in what we will designate as electronic Hamil-
tonian,

He(r,R) = T
e

(r) + V
ee

(r) + V
NN

(R) + V
eN

(r,R) . (II.7)

A stationary state is described by a wave function of the system  (r,R) that satisfies
the many-body time-independent Schrödinger equation,

H (r,R) = [T
N

(R) +He(r,R)] (r,R) = E (r,R) . (II.8)

This is obviously an insoluble problem and approximations must be made. Let us
start considering {�q}, a complete orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions of the electronic
Hamiltonian He for a given set of nuclear positions R. Then, the total wave function
can be expanded in this basis of eigenfunctions,

 (r,R) =

X
q

�q(r,R)�q(R) . (II.9)

Reinserting Eq. (II.1), (II.7) and (II.9) in the original Schrödinger equation, Eq. (II.8),
we obtain:

[T
N

(R) +He(r,R) � E]

X
q

�q(r,R)�q(R) = 0 . (II.10)

Projecting over h�s| leads to the following relation, in which we have adopted the Dirac
notation to simplify the writing:X

q

h�s|(TN

+H
e

� E)|�qi�q = 0 . (II.11)

Finally, making use of the orthonormality condition of {�q} (h�s|�qi = �sq) the latter
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expression becomes X
q

h�s|TN

(|�qi�q) + E
e

(R)�s � E�s = 0 , (II.12)

where E
e

(R) = h�s|He

|�si is the potential energy of the electronic state �s for a given
set of nuclear positions R.

Considering Eq. (II.2) the expansion of the terms with the nuclear kinetic energy
operator leads to

T
N

(|�qi�q) = �
NX
I=1

1

2MI

r2

I(|�qi�q)

= �
NX
I=1

1

2MI

(r2

I |�qi�q + 2rI |�qirI�q + |�qir2

I�q) .

(II.13)

The BOA consists in neglecting the terms h�s|r2

I |�qi and h�s|rI |�qi. M. Born and R.
J. Oppenheimer [145] argued that as nuclei are much slower than the electrons due to
the enormous mass difference between them (mp ⇡ 1836me), the electronic state of the
system is automatically adapted to the movement of the nuclei.

This leads to the possibility of rewriting Eq. (II.8) as separate electronic and nuclear
Schrödinger equations (SE), i.e., the motion of the electrons is uncoupled from the
motion of the nuclei:

H
e

(r,R) �s(r,R) = E
e

(R) �s(r,R) , (II.14)

[T
n

+ E
e

(R)]�s(R) = E �s(R) . (II.15)

E
e

(R) is known as the PES of the electronic state �s. As Equation II.15 shows, it
represents an effective potential created by the electrons in the �s state, which determines
the movement of the nucleus. Within the BOA, the theoretical description of a dynamic
process includes two stages: first, the electronic Hamiltonian He is solved, and second,
nuclear dynamics are performed on that PES.

Since it is only an approximation, its validity has to be checked carefully. In gas-
surface scattering, electronically non-adiabatic processes might indeed be occurring, and
it is not easy to give a general statement on whether the dynamics in any particular sys-
tem is well described or not with the electronically adiabatic approximation. The usual
argument for the validity of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is the smallness of the
atomic velocities as compared with the electronic velocities. If in addition the stationary
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electronic states are well-separated in energy, electronic transitions are expected to be
negligible. For metals, the situation is more complicated due to the quasi-continuum of
electronic states. Since the effective potentials and the coupling between the electronic
states can still not be computed rigorously, one is left with more or less hand-waving
arguments. On the one hand, electronic excitations at metal surfaces are very short-
lived and as a consequence electronic excitations are effectively quenched. On the other
hand, molecular electronic levels become rather broad upon the interaction with surfaces.
The lifetimes of these broad levels are short, leading again to an effective quenching of
electronic excitations [113].

II.2 Density Functional Theory

Within the BOA it is possible to DFT to calculate the electronic ground state of the
atom/molecule-surface system and the corresponding PES. Modern DFT is based on two
theorems of Hohenberg and Kohn (HK) [146] and on the Kohn-Sham (KS) equations,
which will be briefly described in this Section.

1. The Hohenberg-Kohn Theorems

The first HK theorem states that the external potential is uniquely determined,
except for a constant shift of the energy, by the ground-state electronic density, so
it is possible to use the density as a basic variable. This is a great improvement
over wave function based methods because the DOF are reduced from 3Ne to
3. Conversely, the ground-state density is uniquely determined by the external
potential, within an additive constant. Accordingly, the electronic energy can be
written as a functional of the density ⇢(r),

E[⇢(r )] = Te [⇢(r )] + Vee [⇢(r )] + VeN [⇢(r )] = FHK [⇢(r )] + VeN [⇢(r )] . (II.16)

The Hohenberg-Kohn functional FHK [⇢(r )] contains the Te [⇢(r )] and Vee [⇢(r )]

terms, which are universal for a given Coulomb interaction and do not depend on
the external potential. The electron-electron term can be written as

Vee [⇢(r )] = EH [⇢(r )] +GXC [⇢(r )] , (II.17)

where EH is the Hartree energy, the “classical” electrostatic repulsion, and GXC

contains the exchange and the correlation. Exchange and correlation are two terms
intimately connected: while the electronic correlation refers to the interaction
between nonindependent electrons, the exchange energy of interacting electrons
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depends on the spin state and on the fact that when two electrons are exchanged
the wave function must change sign (Pauli principle).

The second HK theorem uses the variational principle to show that the density
that minimises the total energy is the exact ground-state density, ⇢(r ),

Etot = min E[⇢(r )] . (II.18)

Thus, if the energy functional was known, the variational principle could be used to
determine the exact ground state density. Unfortunately, the exact analytical form
of the FHK [⇢(r )] functional is unknown. This problem is tackled in an efficient
way in the KS equations, as shown next.

2. The Kohn-Sham Equations

Kohn and Sham developed a practical method to calculate the ground state density.
For this purpose they consider a fictitious reference system of Ne non-interacting
electrons subject to an effective (fictitious) potential whose density ⇢̂(r ) is the
same as the density of the interacting system ⇢(r ),

⇢̂(r ) =
NeX
i=1

h ˆ�i| ˆ�ii = ⇢(r ) . (II.19)

The wave function associated to the non-interacting particles is a Slater-Determinant,
constructed from a set of the so-called Kohn-Sham orbitals ˆ�i. In this way, the
overall SE is separated in individual ones with an effective potential [147],

�1

2

r2

+ veff (r)

�
ˆ�i = ✏i ˆ�i , (II.20)

where the effective potential is

veff (r) = vext(r) +

Z
n(r0)

|r � r0|d
3r0 + vxc(r) . (II.21)

Within this formalism, the kinetic energy contribution becomes TS = h ˆ�i| �
1

2

r2| ˆ�ii, i.e., the kinetic energy of a system of non-interacting electrons mov-
ing in an effective potential veff (r ) [148]. Thus an unknown component TC [⇢(r )]

that contains the corrections resulting from the electronic interaction must be
added. The TC [⇢(r )] component is combined with the additional contribution of
the electron-electron interaction GXC into one exchange-correlation energy func-
tional EXC [⇢(r )], that includes all the many-body effects not captured by both
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TS and EH ,

EXC [⇢(r )] = Te [⇢(r )] � TS [⇢(r )] + Vee [⇢(r )] � EH [⇢(r )] . (II.22)

The functional derivative of EXC [⇢(r )] respect to the density is the definition of
the exchange-correlation potential vXC [⇢(r )],

vXC [⇢(r )] =
�EXC [⇢(r )]

�⇢(r )
. (II.23)

3. Exchange-Correlation Functionals

The first two terms in Eq. (II.21), the external and electrostatic potential, are
well known, but the last term vxc is still undefined, so it is necessary to use an
approximation. The simplest approximation is the local-density approximation
(LDA), that assumes that the exchange-correlation energy depends only on the
local value of the density,

Exc[⇢(r )] =

Z
⇢(r )✏xc[⇢(r )]dr . (II.24)

The LDA has been for a long time the most widely used approximation to Exc[⇢(r )].
However, the LDA typically overestimates binding energies and underestimates
bond lengths and lattice constants [149]. Thus, more complex functionals that
include the gradient of the electronic density have been developed, yielding the
generalised gradient approximation (GGA) functionals,

Exc[⇢(r )] =

Z
⇢(r )✏xc[⇢(r ),r⇢(r )]dr . (II.25)

The PESs studied in the present thesis were constructed employing the tradi-
tionally most common GGA functionals used in gas-surface dynamics simulations:
the Perdew-Wang 1991 (PW91) [150] and the Revised Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(RPBE) [151].

II.3 Modelling the system

Depending on the code, DFT calculations use different basis sets. Very often plain
waves are used to represent electronic wave functions, which are eigenfunctions of the
free-electron SE, and therefore, the natural basis to describe bands in the nearly-free-
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electron approximation. Computationally, this expansion is particularly useful to deal
with periodic crystals because it provides simple and fast algorithms [152].

In the present thesis, self-consistent KS equations (Eq. II.20) are applied. As Bloch’s
theorem [153] states for crystal solids, the solution to this equation are the so-called Bloch
functions �k(r ), which are product of a plane wave and a function with the periodicity
of the lattice,

�k(r ) = eik ruk(r ) , (II.26)

uk(r ) = uk(r + R) , (II.27)

where k is a wavevector within the first Brillouin zone and R is any vector of the
Bravais lattice defined by R = n

1

a
1

+ n
2

a
2

+ n
3

a
3

(where a
1

, a
2

and a
3

are the linearly
independent three dimensional primitive vectors of the Bravais lattice).

Since uk(r) is a periodic function, we may expand it in terms of a Fourier series:

ui(r) =
X
G

ci,Ge
iG·r , (II.28)

where the G are reciprocal lattice vectors defined through G ·R = 2⇡m, m is an integer,
R is a real space lattice vector and the ci,G are plane wave expansion coefficients. The
electron wave functions may therefore be written as a linear combination of plane waves:

 j,k(r) =
X
G

cj,k+Ge
i(k+G)·r . (II.29)

The series in Eq. (II.29) should be infinite, but in practice, the series are truncated in
order to be handled computationally. To achieve a finite basis set, only plane waves with
an associated kinetic energy 1

2

|k+G|2 lower than a cut-off energy Ecut are considered.
The kinetic energy cut-off is defined through

Ecut =
1

2

|k+G|2 , (II.30)

and thus this fixes the highest reciprocal lattice vector G used in the plane wave expan-
sion, resulting in a finite basis set.

Although the KS equations have been shown to be tractable using plane waves to
expand the electron wave functions, all-electron calculation including both core and
valence electrons are still prohibitively expensive when a plane wave basis set is employed.
This is due to the tightly bound core orbitals, and the highly oscillatory nature of the
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valence electrons, which demand a high value of Ecut to accurately describe the electronic
wave functions [154].

To overcome this problem, it is possible to partition the electrons between core
and valence states, because the majority of physical properties of solids depend on
the valence electrons. The core electrons, on the other hand, are almost environment
independent. Within the pseudopotential approximation [155–157], the core electrons
and ionic potential are removed, which are replaced by a pseudopotential that acts
on a set of pseudowave functions. The associated pseudowave function reproduces the
true valence wave function outside a certain cut-off radius rc, whereas inside, the nodal
structure is suppressed, thus reducing the required Ecut.

Unfortunately, the problem of calculating an infinite number of electronic states in
an infinite space has been transformed to one of computing a finite number of eigenstates
at an infinite number of k–points in a single unit cell. However, in the limit of large
volume, the k–points become a dense continuum. In this case, electronic wave functions
in k–points that are close together can be roughly considered the same. Thus, the wave
function in a region of the k–space can be represented by the wave functions on a single
k–point,

1

VBZ

=

Z
BZ

dk ⇡ 1

(2⇡)2

X
k

!k . (II.31)

Hence, only k–points from the irreducible Brillouin zone weighted by a symmetry factor
!k need to be calculated. In this thesis, the Monkhorst-Pack-grid [158] scheme is used,
which is a standard k–point selection scheme that generates a regular grid in k–space.

From the simulations point of view, using periodic boundary conditions for a molecule-
surface system is not a straight forward task. When it comes to surfaces, the system is
only periodic in two dimensions, but not in the perpendicular direction to the surface
(z). Thus, the three-dimensional periodicity assumed so far is broken in one direction.
In this direction, the system goes from its bulk structure to vacuum. In the interface
the bulk structure is distorted due to the lack of z translational symmetry. To reliably
represent such a system, the most usual strategy followed is to create a suitable 3D
supercell that can be repeated periodically in 3D-space. This is shown schematically in
Figure II.1. This model is known as the supercell approach. It consist in using a set of
finite atomic planes (crystal slab) alternated with a slab of empty space. The form and
the size of the supercell depend on the physical system being studied. On the one hand,
the number of surface layers to be modelled must be large enough to ensure that the
bulk behaviour is recovered inside the crystal slab. On the other hand, the size of the
vacuum slab must ensure that the surface behaviour is unaffected by the presence of the
periodic replica of the crystal slab. Moreover, when the surface is modelled interacting
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slab%

vacuum%

slab%

vacuum%

slab%

Figure II.1: Schematic representation of a 3⇥3 supercell of a primitive surface unit cell with
an diatomic molecule modelled by a slab of four layers which are separated by vacuum along
the z direction. The supercell is indicated by the solid black lines.

with some other molecule, the 2D unit cell should be big enough to make negligible
the spurious interaction between the periodic images of the molecule. Thus, in order to
minimise the computational cost, a supercell as small as possible ensuring an accurate
representation of the system is used. Applying this model we can use standard periodic
calculations codes without any modifications to obtain the desired electronic data.
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Chapter III

Construction of a Potential Energy
Surface

Once the interaction energies for several points of the desired configurational space are
calculated, the PES must be built to provide a continuous representation of the molecule-
surface interaction. This task might be achieved by fitting the total energies data to
an analytical continuous representation or by interpolating it to a numerical continuous
representation. When studying ER recombination within the single adsorbate limit,
PESs fitted to the FPLEPS [159–161] function have been used. The study of both ER
and HA recombination on covered surfaces has been carried out with PESs constructed
following the CRP [162] method, in which the data is interpolated. These two methods
are briefly presented on this Chapter.

III.1 Flexible - Periodic - London - Eyring -
Polanyi - Sato function

The FPLEPS [159–161] model has its origin in the London - Eyring - Polanyi (LEP) po-
tential, one of the first PES models for chemical reactions. The LEP potential is an
analytical expression for a three-atom system [163], based on a valence bond treat-
ment [164]. In order to improve the first formulation, an adjustable parameter (Sato
parameter) substituting the overlap integrals [165,166] was introduced. The consequent
London - Eyring - Polanyi - Sato (LEPS) function has been widely used for triatomic re-
actions in the gas-phase [167,168].

In order to adapt the LEPS potential to the gas-surface studies, an expression for
the diatom-surface interaction was developed, the so called Periodic - London - Eyring -

21
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Polanyi - Sato function (PLEPS) [18, 169]. This expression is based in a four-electron
valence bond treatment.

XCM 

YCM 

ZCM 

X 

Y 

Z 

RA#
RB#

ϕ

^ y 

^ z 

^ x 

ϑ 

r 

Figure III.1: Coordinate system used in the construction of the PESs.

In the 90s, the PLEPS function has been extensively used to describe the dynamics of
dissociative molecular adsorption and that of ER recombination [1]. Unfortunately, the
PLEPS potential, which is advantageous because of its simplicity, is not flexible enough
to describe the intricate structure of high-dimensional PESs [159, 170, 171]. In order to
overcome this shortcoming, the FPLEPS model was developed [12,29,172,173]. Within
the FPLEPS model, the generic form of the 6D potential V 6D

(RA,RB)for a molecule
AB interacting with a solid surface M (Figure III.1) is defined as [76]:

V 6D
(RA,RB) = UAM(RA) + UBM(RB) + UAB(|RA � RB|)

�[Q2

AB(|RA � RB|) + (QAM(RA) +QBM(RB))
2

�QAB(|RA � RB|)(QAM(RA) +QBM(RB))]
1
2

+Ag exp


�

(ZCM � Z0

g)
2

�2

g

�
, (III.1)

where Ui and Qi are the Coulomb and exchange integrals for the two body terms re-
spectively (i stands for AB, AM , BM), ZCM is the altitude of the center of mass (CM)
of the molecule, Ag, Z0

g and �g are the parameters of the Gaussian function introduced
in the FPLEPS to improve the description of the potential in the entrance valley, Ag

is the amplitude, Z0

g is the position of the maximum/minimum and �g is a parameter
controlling the width of the Gaussian function. The bonding and anti-bonding states of
the two body terms are approximated by Morse and anti-Morse functions. In this way,
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Ui and Qi read:

Ui =
Di

4(1 +�i)
[(3 +�i)e

(�2↵i(di�deqi )) � (2 + 6�i)e
(�↵i(di�deqi ))

] (III.2)

Qi =
Di

4(1 +�i)
[(1 + 3�i)e

(�2↵i(di�deqi )) � (6 + 2�i)e
(�↵i(di�deqi ))

] (III.3)

with di = |RB � RA| for i = AB and di = ZA (ZB) for i = AM (BM). Di, ↵i and
deqi are the Morse parameters, determined by a least square fitting of DFT points. For
AM and BM interactions, such parameters are expanded in Fourier series adapted to
the symmetry of the crystal. The Sato parameters �AM (= �BM) and �AB describe
the strong interaction region of the PES. The Gaussian function and Sato parameters
depend not only on the orientation of the molecule with respect to the surface, which
is defined by the two angles # and ' (see Figure III.1), but also on the lateral position
of the CM of the molecule (XCM , YCM) over the surface. The Gaussian function and
Sato parameters were introduced in the FPLEPS model in order to represent the angular
and surface-site (XCM , YCM) corrugation. Such parameters are computed by a least-
square fitting of the two-dimensional DFT 2D (ZCM ,r) cuts, where r is the interatomic
distance (r = |RA � RB|), on high symmetry sites. The angular interpolation over
(#,') is performed using a symmetry adapted expansion of trigonometric functions and
a Fourier series is employed to describe the (XCM , YCM) dependence of the molecular
parameters (Gaussian and Sato parameters). A more detailed description of the FPLEPS
model can be found in Refs. [12, 29,172–174].

III.2 Corrugation Reducing Procedure

Since it was proposed by Busnengo et al. in 2000, the CRP method [162] has become
a standard method to accurately represent the interaction of diatomic molecules on
different metal surfaces [20,21,23,175,176] . This interpolation method takes into account
that the strongest variations of the 6D PES mainly arise from the interaction between
the atoms of the molecule and the surface when the molecule is close to it. Then, if
the 3D atom-surface interactions V 3D

i are subtracted from the full PES V 6D, a smooth
function remains (called interpolation function), which can be interpolated with higher
accuracy than the corrugated full 6D-PES. Thus, the interpolation function I6D can be
written as

I6D(XCM , YCM , ZCM , r,#,') = V 6D
(XCM , YCM , ZCM , r,#,') �

X
i

V 3D
i (Xi, Yi, Zi) , (III.4)
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where the coordinates (XCM , YCM , ZCM , r, #,') represent the six DOF of the molecule
over the surface, being XCM and YCM the Cartesian coordinates of the molecular CM

with respect to the unit cell, ZCM the distance between the CM of the molecule and
the surface, r the molecular internuclear distance and # and ' the molecular polar and
azimuthal angles with respect to the surface, respectively. The variables Xi, Yi and Zi

are the Cartesian coordinates of the ith atom of the molecule. This coordinate system is
defined in Figure III.1.

The 3D PES for each atom of the molecule V3D
i is also very corrugated. Thus, as

done for V 6D, corrugation can be further reduced as follows:

I3D(Ri) = V 3D
(Ri) �

nX
s=1

V 1D
(|Ri � Rs|) , (III.5)

where V1D is a pair potential describing the interaction between one isolated atom and
the sth surface atom, located each one at positions Ri =(Xi, Yi, Zi) and Rs = (Xs, Ys,
Zs), respectively. The sum runs over all slab atoms n with non-zero contribution (i.e.,
nearest neighbors). This V1D term is normally defined as the atom-surface interaction
on a top site [24].

The CRP interpolation scheme for a 6D PES involves three main steps [1]:

1. The construction of the 1D atom-surface potential V 1D over a top site.

2. The construction of the 3D atomic potentials V 3D.

3. The construction of the 6D molecular potential V 6D.

For the CRP PESs used in the present work, atomic interpolation over Zi is per-
formed using cubic spline functions, while the interpolation over (Xi, Yi) is carried out
through Fourier series adapted to the lattice symmetry. I6D is performed by using the
internal coordinates. First, a numerical bidimensional spline interpolation is performed
from (r, ZCM) ab initio cuts. Second, the interpolation over (#,') is carried out using
trigonometric functions that fulfill the required symmetries as basis functions. Finally,
the interpolation over (XCM , YCM) is resolved using cubic splines.

The main advantage of CRP is the high accuracy of the interpolation due to the
reducing of the corrugation. Moreover, the PES accuracy can be systematically improved
by adding more ab initio data. In this way, interpolation errors lower than 100 meV
can be achieved for the PES regions of importance for the dynamics [21, 76, 177, 178].
Conversely, the method cannot be extended directly to describe polyatomic molecules
interaction with surfaces and the DOF of the solid.
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III.3 Comparison of the Flexible - Periodic - London -
Eyring - Polanyi - Sato and the Corrugation
Reducing Procedure models

The study of non-adiabaticity and stereodynamics of H
2

and N
2

ER recombinations on
W(100) and W(110) surfaces has been performed within the single adsorbate limit. To
do so, four DFT-PESs fitted to the FPLEPS [159–161] function have been used. The
study of H

2

ER and HA recombinations on H-covered W(100) and (W110) surfaces
has been carried out with two DFT-PESs constructed following the CRP [162] scheme.
Both, FPLEPS and CRP PESs have been extensively used for the study of gas surface
elementary reactions. While the CRP PESs are more accurate than the FPLEPS ones,
the construction of the FPLEPS PESs requires much less DFT data. For N

2

disso-
ciative adsorption on W(100) [24, 161], for H

2

recombination on W(110) [76], and for
H

2

recombination on W(100) (Chapter VIII) PESs constructed by the two models and
the resulting classical dynamics calculations have been compared. Although differences
are identified between the two PES representations due to the lower accuracy of the
FPLEPS PESs, a semi-quantitative agreement is obtained when comparing classical dy-
namics calculations on the two PES models. Therefore, both PES models capture the
main physical ingredients of the processes.

III.4 Multiadsorbate potential energy surfaces

In order to account for finite coverage effects in atom-adsorbate recombination processes
multiadsorbate PESs need to be built. In principle, three-body and higher order inter-
actions between adsorbates should be calculated. Nevertheless, in practice, for relatively
low coverages, three or more atoms interactions may be disregarded as adsorbates are
hardly sufficiently close together to make these interactions important. Thus, it might
be sufficient to expand the interaction potential up to two-body terms. [179] This can
be done with both FPLEPS and CRP PESs because in both cases the surface-atom and
atom-atom interactions can be separated. In the present work, when studying recombi-
nation on covered surfaces, CRP PESs have been employed, whose expansion of the two
body terms reads [78]:

V ({Ri}) =
NX
i=1

V 3D
(Ri) +

NX
i=1

NX
j>i

I6D(Ri,Rj) , (III.6)
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where Ri is the position vector of atom i, V 3D
(Ri) is the 3D atom-surface interaction

potential, and I6D(Ri,Rj) is the 6D diatomic interpolation function.



Chapter IV

Classical molecular dynamics

Although useful information can be extracted from a static analysis of the PESs (min-
imum energy reaction paths, minimum energy barriers of the reactive processes, the
depth of the possible adsorption sites...), molecular dynamics calculations are indispens-
able to understand the elementary processes undergoing on the surfaces. In this respect,
realistic dynamical simulations confirmed the importance of taking the appropriate mul-
tidimensionality of the interaction dynamics into account [1,113,114]. Unfortunately, the
appropriate dimensionality in large systems makes a quantum mechanical description of
the nuclear motion computationally not feasible. Alternatively, for atoms heavier than
hydrogen or deuterium the quantum effects in the dynamics are in general negligible,
and therefore, the description of the nuclear motion can be treated in a classical ap-
proximation [113,180]. In fact, even in the hydrogen dynamics on metal surfaces, many
integrated quantities such as the sticking probability have been semi-quantitatively or
even quantitatively determined by classical dynamics [32, 181, 182]. In order to ratio-
nalise non-adiabatic effects, models that incorporate energy exchange with both lattice
vibrations and electronic excitations keeping the accuracy of a multidimensional ab initio
PES for the gas-metal interaction are used [129].

In the following sections, first, the classical equations of motion in the adiabatic
case and within the frozen surface approximation will be presented. Subsequently, non-
adiabaticity will be introduced in two forms, one as low-energy electronic excitations,
the other as energy dissipation and exchange with the lattice. Finally, the calculation
of several observables relevant to the recombination processes studied in this thesis will
be described.

27
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IV.1 Adiabatic classical dynamics

In order to analyze the dynamics of gas-surface interactions, the motion of the atoms
must be modeled. Although this should be done for all the atoms in the system, in
order to reduce the computational cost, only the movement of the reactive atoms might
be considered. In that case, one assumes the frozen surface approximation, as it is
done in the present work. In principle the motion of atoms/molecules should be treated
quantically, thus the time-dependent nuclear Schrödinger equation should be solved in
order to obtain the nuclear wave functions. According to the Ehrenfest’s theorem, the
time evolution of the mean values of the position (Ri) and momentum (Pi) operators
can be described as

i
d hRii
dt

= h[H,Ri]i = i
hPii
Mi

,

i
d hPii
dt

= h[H,Pi]i = �i
⌦
riV 6D

(Ri,Rj)
↵
.

(IV.1)

These two equations lead to the Newtonian equation of motion,

d2 hRii
dt2

= � 1

Mi

⌦
riV

6D
↵
, (IV.2)

if the wavelength associated with the moving atom is small compared with the size of
the interaction region. Then, the wave packet is well-localized. In such a case, it can
be approximated by a Dirac �-function whose center is placed at the classical position.
This is in general the case in atom-atom scatterings. The wavelength of an atom of mass
M and velocity v is [183]

� =

h

Mv
. (IV.3)

For the light H atom, classical conditions hold provided the translational energy of
the atom is greater than 0.29 eV if we consider as a criterium the Borh radius. For
atoms heavier than hydrogen or deuterium quantum effects in the dynamics are often
negligible [113]. Even in the hydrogen adsorption/desorption dynamics, many integrated
quantities that corresponds to an average over all possible initial molecular configuration
can be semi-quantitatively or even quantitatively determined by classical dynamics [180].

To perform classical dynamics calculations for each atom, the Newton equations of
motion,

d2Ri

dt2
= � 1

Mi

riV
6D
(Ri,Rj) , (IV.4)
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or the equivalent Hamilton equations,

dRi

dt
=

@H

@Pi

and

dPi

dt
= � @H

@Ri

, (IV.5)

which are indeed the ones used in the present work, need to be solved.

There are many numerical integrators that can be used for this task. In the present
work the Beeman algorithm [184] has been applied because of its high efficiency and
accuracy. This fixed integration step algorithm is closely related to the Verlet algorithm,
and as it, comes from a Taylor series expansion of position and velocity expressions.
The Beeman algorithm produces identical positions as the Verlet algorithm, but uses a
different formula for the velocities. Within the Beeman method, the position vector Ri

and vector velocity vi at time t+�t read:

Ri(t+�t) = Ri(t) + vi(t)�t+
1

6

[ai(t+�t) + 2ai(t)]�t2 +O(�t4) , (IV.6)

vi(t+�t) =
1

�t


Ri(t+�t) � Ri(t) +

1

6

[2ai(t+�t) + ai(t)]�t2
�
+O(�t4) , (IV.7)

where a is the acceleration vector. The advantage of this algorithm with respect to
the Verlet algorithm is that it provides a more accurate expression for the velocities
and better energy conservation. The disadvantage is that the more complex expressions
make the calculation more expensive.

IV.2 Energy Dissipation Channels in gas-surface in-
teractions

In gas-surfaces interactions, the whole substrate can serve as an efficient energy sink.
There are two main channels for energy dissipation, phonon and electron-hole (e – h)
pair excitations. The BOA assumes that there will not be any electronic excitation in
the system. Phonon excitations in the molecule-surface interactions can be classically
approximated by allowing the surface atoms movement, but it requires the consideration
of large systems, which is computationally rather demanding. In most of the present
state-of-the-art simulations, the frozen surface approximation is applied to reduce the
dimensionality of the problem and thus the computational cost. Although such descrip-
tions of reactive and non-reactive processes at surfaces have proven to be very successful
to study a wide variety of systems, there is ample experimental evidence showing that
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both e – h pair [185] and phonon excitations do arise in gas-surface interactions [180].
Whether such energy transfers are relevant for each particular process under study is
still a question that has to be answered for each specific problem.

Keeping the accuracy of a multidimensional DFT-PES for the gas-metal interaction,
the energy exchange to both lattice vibrations and electronic excitations can be incor-
porated by combining the LDFA for electronic excitations and the GLO for phonon
excitations/deexcitations as was first done in Ref. [129] to study the scattering proper-
ties of nitrogen atoms and molecules from metal surfaces. These two models, which are
briefly described in this chapter, will be employed in order to study energy dissipation
to the metal and the consequent effect on the dynamics.

IV.2.1 Local density friction approximation

The ample experimental evidence of electronic excitations associated to gas-surface re-
actions [115–123, 186] has motivated the development of many models to introduce
electronic non-adiabaticity in gas-surface reactions [124, 187–192]. Among them, it is
the concept of electronic friction [193–196], which can be incorporated into classical
molecular dynamics simulations [124,128,129,138,197,198] with low computational cost.
Particularly, the LDFA [124] offers a good compromise between accuracy and simplic-
ity [125, 198]. This approach has already served to investigate dissipation in gas-metal
elementary processes [125–129,131,137,138,193,195,198,199]. In the following the main
ingredients of the model are briefly described.

The LDFA assumes that the e – h pair excitations created by a moving atom interact-
ing with a metal surface are equal to the ones created by the atom moving in a free elec-
tron gas (FEG) with the same density of that of the metal at the position of the atom.
Thus, the problem to be solved is that of an atom moving in an homogeneous FEG. For
such a system, the slow motion of the projectile represents such a strong perturbation
for the FEG that a perturbative treatment within linear response theory is not justified.
Instead, a nonlinear description of the screening that treats the interaction to all orders
in the atomic charge is required.

To calculate the perturbation created in the electron gas by the moving projectile,
and the subsequent energy loss, one may try to obtain the induced density as a function
of time through the time-dependent Kohn-Sham scheme of the time-dependent density
functional theory (TDDFT). However, based on the concept of the shift of the Fermi
sphere developed by Schönhammer [200,201], Salin et al. [202] demonstrated that in the
adiabatic limit and for the low projectile velocities, the exact time-dependent density
can be obtained in a static Kohn-Sham DFT calculation of the coupled system. In this
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way, the energy dissipation rate in an interacting electron gas is reduced to a simple
integral involving one-electron force matrix elements between scattering states of non-
interacting electrons [201]. Unfortunately, there exist practical problems to evaluate
it because one needs to know the exact dynamic non-spherically symmetric projectile-
electron potential and the component parallel to the velocity of the transport cross
section, which is a vectorial quantity when the potential is not spherical. In fact, the
only exact calculations within DFT performed for arbitrary velocities using this scheme,
have been for protons and antiprotons [202]. Fortunately, for thermal and hyperthermal
projectiles whose velocity is low as compared with the typical Fermi velocities in metals,
the relevant physics of the projectile-electron gas interaction occurs via scattering at the
Fermi surface. As a result, one obtains that the effect of electronic excitations is a mere
friction force proportional to the projectile velocity v [193],

Fdiss = n
0

vkF�tr(kF ) = ⌘(n
0

)v , (IV.8)

where �tr(kF ) is the transport cross section or cross section for momentum transfer and
n
0

is the electron gas density with the corresponding Fermi momentum kF . One can
interpret the dissipative force described by Eq. IV.8 as the result of the momentum
transfer per unit time to a uniform current of independent electrons (n

0

v) scattered by
a fixed impurity potential, that is, the gas atom. Thus, e – h pair excitations act like a
friction force with a friction coefficient that reads ⌘ = n

0

kF�tr(kF ). If ⌘(n
0

) is known,
e – h pair excitations can be introduced as a friction force in the classical equations of
motion with low computational cost.

At this stage, the problem to be solved is the calculation of the �tr(kF ), which
depends on the scattering phase shift �l(kF ) at the Fermi level for the scattering of an
electron off a spherically symmetric potential [193]:

�tr(kF ) =
4⇡

k2

F

1X
l=0

(l + 1) sin2

[�l(kF ) � �l+1

(kF )] . (IV.9)

The assignment of the scattering potential is crucial for the calculation of the scattering
phase shifts. The potential can be calculated self-consistently using DFT for an impurity
embedded in an electron gas [203]. In this way, the model includes non-linear effects
both in the medium response to the atomic potential (non-linear screening) and in the
calculation of the relevant cross-section for the energy loss process. As mentioned above,
this is necessary in order to correctly represent the strong perturbation caused by the
slowly moving atomic particle.

The last step is to introduce Fdiss in the classical equations of motion, which is done
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for each recombining atom. Equations (IV.8) and (IV.9) show clearly that the dissipative
force in the ideal case of an atom moving within an homogenous FEG depends on the
electronic density of the electron gas. In the present work, in which we follow the LDFA,
the friction coefficient applied to each recombining atom is that of the same atom moving
in a homogeneous FEG with electronic density equal to that of the bare surface at
the point Ri at which the atom i is located. The surface electronic density n(Ri) is
calculated with DFT and within the same conditions as the PES. For implementation
in the molecular dynamics simulation an analytical fitting expression that provides the
friction coefficient as a function of the electronic density is used. Note that correlation
effects between the two centers of the molecule are not considered. However, they
have been shown to be minor corrections to the atomic value in the case of the H

2

molecule [204]. In this way, the classical equation of motion for each recombining atom
reads,

Mi
d2Ri

dt2
= �riV (Ri,Rj) � ⌘(Ri)

dRi

dt
, (IV.10)

where the first term in the right-hand side is the adiabatic force obtained from the 6D
PES V (Ri,Rj) and the second term is the electronic friction force that accounts for the
low-energy e – h pair excitations. Note that the indexes i and j refer to the recombining
atoms.

IV.2.2 Generalized Langevin Oscillator model

In order to model the surface temperature and to take into account energy dissipation
into phonons, several theoretical approaches have been developed [134,205,206]. In this
thesis, we employ the GLO [134,135,207–209] model, which is a simple model that makes
possible to account for energy exchange and dissipation between the incident atom or
molecule and the surface, while keeping the accuracy of the 6D PES.

In GLO the emphasis is put in the local region of the surface that plays a major
role in the dynamical process (the local region of the surface that will actually interact
with the gas atom or molecule). The model makes a distinction between primary lattice
atoms and secondary lattice atoms. The formers are the small number of atoms that
directly interact with the gas and the latters refer to the remaining atoms in the surface
and the bulk that provide a heat bath. A schematic representation of the GLO model
is shown in Figure IV.1.

The motion of the gas-atom and adsorbate that is dictated by the adiabatic force
depends instantaneously on their positions Ri and Rj with respect to the position Rs
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Figure IV.1: Schematic representation of the GLO model. The figure has been taken from
Ref. [135].

of the moving surface:

d2Ri

dt2
= � 1

Mi

riV
6D
(Ri � Rs,Rj � Rs) . (IV.11)

The motion of the surface is represented in terms of a 3D harmonic oscillator with
coordinates Rs and associated 3⇥3 frequency matrix !̂s,

d2Rs

dt2
= � 1

m s
rsV

6D
(Ri � Rs,Rj � Rs) � !̂2

sRs +
ˆ�gsRg . (IV.12)

This surface oscillator is coupled through the coupling matrix ˆ�gs to the so-called ghost
oscillator, which is a second 3D harmonic oscillator with coordinates Rg and associated
3⇥3 frequency matrix !̂g ruled by the following equation of motion,

d2Rg

dt2
= �!̂2

gRg +
ˆ�gsRs � �̂g

dRg

dt
+

1

m s
Fr(t) . (IV.13)

Equation IV.13 shows that the ghost oscillator is also subjected to a friction force with
damping matrix �̂g and to a random force Fr(t). The latter is a Gaussian white noise
source with variance (2kBTs�g/(ms�t))

1
2 , where �t is the time integration step, kB

is the Boltzmann constant and Ts the surface temperature. According to the second
fluctuation-dissipation theorem, these two terms balance and the temperature in the
primary zone remains constant. Therefore, the ghost oscillator is acting as a thermal
bath that keeps the surface at the temperature Ts: the friction force represents the energy
dissipated from the surface to the bulk, while the random force assures the energy flow
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from the bulk to the surface due to the thermal vibrations of the lattice.

In both oscillators, the mass is taken equal to the mass of one surface atom, ms, be-
cause in a first approximation the collision event happens between the atom or molecule
and a surface atom. The frequency matrices !̂s and !̂g associated to the surface and
ghost oscillators are taken equal and diagonal. Therefore, the elements of the frequency
matrices and the coupling matrix are reduced to

(!̂2

s)↵↵ = (!̂2

g)↵↵ = 2!2

↵ and (

ˆ�gs)↵↵ = !2

↵ , (IV.14)

where !↵ denotes the oscillator frequencies for motion along the direction ↵ = x, y, z.
The values are obtained from experimental or computed data as the surface phonon
frequencies close to the Brillouin zone edges of the metal surface. The diagonal damping
matrix �̂g is calculated from the Debye frequency !D as proposed in Ref. [207],

�̂g =
⇡

6

!DI , (IV.15)

where I is the identity matrix.

The complete description of the GLO model can be found in Refs. [134, 207]. In
particular, we use the implementation made by H. F. Busnengo and co-workers [135,210].

IV.3 Computation of Observables

IV.3.1 Initial State of the Adsorbed Atoms

All the simulations are performed within quasiclassical initial conditions in which the
zero point energy of the adsorbates is included in the initial conditions of the trajec-
tories. The semiclassical rule of quantification establishes that the vibrational actions
integrals for the good action variables are equal to (v +

1/2)h [59, 211, 212]. The good
actions correspond to the normal modes of the vibrating system, and thus, one should
first calculate them. However, for simplicity, one can adopt the X, Y , and Z mode
decomposition, which is shown to give very similar results [76, 77]. In this case, the
following expression is applied to each cartesian coordinate:

I
PRidRi = 2⇡(v + 1

2

) , (IV.16)
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where Ri is the coordinate (X, Y or Z), PRi the conjugate momentum of it and v

the vibrational quantum number. The vibrational action is obtained by a numerical
calculation within the atom-surface potential. In each coordinate, we find numerically
the energy for which Eq. IV.16 is satisfied for v = 0, which corresponds to the component
of the ZPE on that coordinate.

Within the molecular dynamics calculation, the adsorbates are given initial energies
and random initial vibrational phases corresponding to the quasi-classical ZPE of each
mode within the harmonic approximation, as done in previous works [48, 49, 60]. Each
DOF (X, Y and Z) is picked randomly in the interval between the classical turning
points. The knowledge of the position determines the momentum absolute value for
each coordinate and its direction is then chosen randomly.

IV.3.2 Exit Channels

When an atom impinges a surface in which atoms are adsorbed, many different events
are possible. In order to analyze the different processes, they must be identified within
the code. In this work, two different initial conditions are studied. On the one hand, ER
reaction is studied within the zero coverage limit (single adsorbate), which correspond
to very low coverage conditions. On the other hand, total abstraction is investigated for
finite coverages. Due to the different characteristics and objectives of those simulations,
the possible events are differently identified.

When studying the ER reactivity, in the so-called zero coverage limit, where a single
adsorbate is considered on the periodic surface (Chapter V and VI) the exit channels
definition is inspired from the one employed by Martinazzo et al. in Ref. [58]. The
dynamics of the trajectories is divided in two steps:

1. t  t
0

: Trajectories are integrated up to the projectile’s first rebound (t = t
0

),
which is defined as a sign change in the z linear momentum. At this moment,
two different situations are considered depending on the interatomic distance r

between the two atoms:

- If the interatomic distance r > rmax, we consider that the projectile has
become a hot atom. By evaluating the energy of this hot atom, the trajectory
is identified as meta hot atom (meta ha) formation if the energetics allows
it to leave the surface, i.e., its has a positive energy (Ep > 0). Otherwise
(Ep < 0), the hot atom will not be able to escape the surface as long as it
does not react with an adsorbate, therefore, we define it as a bound ha. In
practice, for N

2

(H
2

) a value of rmax=4 Å (5.3 Å) was employed.
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- If r  rmax the integration of the trajectory continues.

2. t > t
0

: After the projectile’s first rebound, in each integrating step the conditions
described below are checked. If fulfilled, the corresponding exit channel is identified
and the integration of the equations of motion finishes.

- Absorption: the z coordinate of any N (H) atom gets lower than �0.5 Å (�1.4 Å).
Therefore, we can distinguish two types of absorption, projectile’s absorption
and target’s absorption.

- Reflection: any of the atoms reaches the initial altitude of the projectile within
one rebound. Therefore, we can distinguished two types of reflection as well,
projectile’s reflection and target’s reflection.

- Hot atom: the interatomic distance is larger than rmax. As well as in the first
step, the energy of the projectile is checked in order to decide wether is a
bound ha or a meta ha trajectory.

- Abstraction: both atoms reach the initial altitude of the projectile with a
positive diatom CM momentum along the surface normal (z-axis) and an
interatomic distance r < 2.2 Å (r < 2.5 Å) in H

2

(N
2

) recombination. The
ER process occurs when the formed molecule moves definitively toward the
vacuum before the second rebound of the projectile.

When studying ER and HA processes on covered surfaces (Chapter VII and VIII),
the different processes are identified as follows:

1. Absorption: one atom enters the W(110) (W(100)) surface below Z < �4.4 Å (�3.9 Å)
or after 1 ps of integration time the altitude of the projectile is Z < 0 Å. In the
former case, if the atom was initially on the gas phase the trajectory is classified
as projectile’s absorption and if it was adsorbed as target’s absorption.

2. Reflection: any of the atoms reaches the initial altitude of the projectile. There-
fore, we can distinguished two types of reflection as well, projetile’s reflection and
target’s reflection.

3. Abstraction: two atoms reach the initial altitude of the projectile with a posi-
tive diatom CM momentum along the surface normal (z-axis) and an interatomic
distance r < 2.2 Å. Among the total abstraction channel, ER abstraction occurs
when the projectile and target atom recombine with no rebound of the CM of the
molecule after the collision between projectile and surface. Otherwise, the abstrac-
tion is counted as primary HA. Whenever the abstraction takes place involving two
targets, it is classified as secondary HA.
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4. Adsorption: after 1 ps of integration time no other exit channel is identified and
the Z altitude of the projectile is Z > 0 Å.

The different exit channels will be quantified via cross sections or probabilities. For
a given exit channel ex, the cross section �ex is defined by

�ex =

Z Z
D

Pex(Xp, Yp) dXpdYp , (IV.17)

where the two-dimensional opacity function Pex(Xp, Yp) is the probability of the exit
channel for a given set of Xp and Yp, which defines the initial position of the projectile.
The integration area D is the total sampling area. In practice, the sampling area can
be reduced due to symmetry. In these cases, the total sampling area D is obtained by
multiplying the sampled area by a factor A accounting for the total area per adsorbate.
Within the zero coverage limit we have focussed on ER reaction, which is by definition
confined in a given sampling area. Thus, the ER cross section converges when increas-
ing the sampling area. In the finite covered surface the coverage symmetry must be
respected, thus the irreducible area or any multiple of it must be chosen. The sampling
areas employed and corresponding factors A will be specified for each calculation in the
corresponding Chapter.

IV.3.3 Rovibrational Quantum State of the Formed Molecules

Once the simulations are performed, it is meaningful to characterize the final rovibra-
tional state of the formed diatomic molecules. The rotational action jc is semiclassically
calculated from the classical angular momentum L in the following way,

L2

= jc(jc + 1) , (IV.18)

from which we obtain
jc =

1

2

p
1 + 4L2 � 1

�
. (IV.19)

The vibrational action vc is deduced from the semiclassical quantification of the
action integral [59, 213] in the following way by,I

prdr = 2⇡(vc +
1

2

) , (IV.20)

vc =

H
prdr

2⇡
� 1

2

. (IV.21)

The vibrational action is obtained by a numerical calculation using the asymptotic po-
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tential. Since the dynamics is simulated within the quasiclassical formalism, the obtained
results for vc and jc are real numbers. Two different models have been use in this work
in order to associate them to the quantum vibrational and rotational numbers, v and
j. Here, we use the standard binning method (SB) to discretize the rotational number,
which consists in rounding the jc values to their nearest integers. To discretize the vi-
brational number, we use the Gaussian weighting method (GW) [214], in which each
final trajectory result is weighted by a Gaussian-like coefficient such that the closer the
vibrational action vc to the vibrational quantum number v, the larger the coefficient is.



Chapter V

Eley-Rideal abstraction of Nitrogen
and Hydrogen from tungsten surfaces
in the single adsorbate limit:
Energy dissipation effects

Energy transfer to the metal electrons, upon interaction/scattering of atoms and mo-
lecules, have been evidenced in a number of experiments, e.g., in electric current mea-
surements in Schottky diodes [115–118] or metal-insulator-metal (MIM) diodes [119–121]
during exothermic reactions such as adsorption, abstraction, dissociation and chemisorp-
tion; in the detection of particle emission such as electrons (exoelectron emission) [186]
or photons (surface chemiluminescence) [122] in exothermic reactions; in measurements
of very short vibrational lifetimes of adsorbed molecules [215]; in vibrational excita-
tions measurements in the scattering of NO (HCl) molecules on Ag(111), Cu(100) and
Au(111) [123]; in vibrational relaxation measurements in the scattering of vibrationally
excited NO molecules on Au(110) [123]; and in translational energy loss spectra derived
from time-of flight measurements in H scattering from Au(111) [216]. Thus, the ensu-
ing question to answer is whether such energy transfers are relevant for each particular
process under study.

ER abstraction process has been theoretically scrutinized, but mainly under the adi-
abatic approximation [48, 59, 68, 70, 71, 75, 76], or only taking into account energy dissi-
pation to the lattice phonons [51, 72, 73, 77, 217–221]. As previously mentioned in the
introduction, this process is of special interest as it is usually very exothermic and, there-
fore, provides highly excited molecules [84, 85, 90]. The high amount of energy released
in the reaction may substantially excite electrons and, consequently, be transferred to

39
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the metal. For instance, experimental energy distribution of the formed HCl molecules
from Cl abstraction from Au(111) [85] are not consistent with phonons excitations due
to the large mass mismatch between H and Au. Besides, a theoretical study has shown
that about half of the energy was released to the adsorbates [69], but part of the remain-
ing energy loss was suggested to proceed via e – h pair excitations. When it comes to
low coverage conditions, projectile–adsorbate collisions are unlikely, and therefore, en-
ergy dissipation is expected to proceed mainly via electronic excitations and/or surface
phonon excitations.

Within the zero coverage limit, we here investigate the energy dissipation due to both
e – h pair and phonon excitations in four systems with very distinct ER dynamics: (i)
The abstraction of light H atoms on both W(100) and W(110) crystallographic planes,
where phonons excitations are expected to be negligible [76, 77] and (ii) that of heavier
N atoms in the same surfaces, where the surface motion effects are significant [71–73].

The Chapter is structured as follows. Methodology and details of the calculations
are presented in Section V.1. In Section V.2, the effects of the energy dissipation on
ER reactivity and on the final energy distribution of the formed molecules are analyzed.
Finally, we conclude in section V.3.

V.1 Methodology and calculations details

The normal incidence scattering of atomic hydrogen and nitrogen off respectively H-
and N-preadsorbed W(100) and W(110) surfaces is investigated within the zero coverage
limit (single adsorbate), using QCT, which takes into account the ZPE of the adsorbates.
Global ground-state PESs for two atoms interacting with an infinite and periodic surface
have been previously constructed from DFT calculations fitted by the FPLEPS [159–161]
model (see Chapter III). Details on the DFT calculations and the fitting procedure can
be found in Refs. [77,222] for H+H/W(100) and H+H/W(110), in Refs. [24,160,161,175]
for N+N/W(100), and in Refs. [20, 21, 160, 175] for N+N/W(110). The W(100) surface
is known to undergo a structural phase transition below 200 K. In this work, only
the unreconstructed (1 ⇥ 1) structure, which is observed at temperatures higher than
200 K [223, 224], is considered. In order to rationalize non-adiabatic effects in the ER
abstraction process, molecular dynamics simulations have been performed within four
different schemes:

1. BOSS: neither energy exchange with the surface phonons nor electronic excitations
are accounted for.

2. LDFA: the BOSS model including the effect of e – h pair excitations within the
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ZPE (meV) adsorption site (Å)
system QA (eV) x- y- z- X Y Z
H/W(100) 3.07 55 33 67 1.585 0.0 1.2
H/W(110) 3.07 55 55 68 1.585 0.634 1.096
N/W(100) 7.37 11 11 29 1.5874 1.5874 0.65
N/W(110) 6.86 28 12 38 1.5874 0.0 1.155

Table V.1: Values of the adsorption energy (QA), ZPE along the x-, y-, z-axes, and cartesian
coordinates of the most favorable adsorption sites for the H/W(100), H/W(110), N/W(100),
and N/W(110) systems. The origin of the coordinate system is located on a W surface atom.

LDFA.

3. GLO: the Born-Oppenheimer moving surface approximation, which introduces en-
ergy exchange with the metal phonons through GLO.

4. LDFA-GLO: both phonons and e – h pair excitations are accounted through GLO
and LDFA, respectively. The combination of these two schemes allows to analyze
the competition between the two energy loss channels and their possible coupling.

The initial conditions for the QCT simulations are described in the following. The
adsorbed atom (target) is initially at the most favorable adsorption site with velocity
and position consistent with the ZPE, which is calculated through a X, Y , and Z mode
decomposition as explained in Chapter IV. The obtained/calculated ZPE values are
shown in table V.1, which are in reasonable agreement with experiments [225–229].

In order to conserve the ZPE of the target before collision, the friction force starts
to act when target’s energy exceeds the ZPE. The friction force is then applied until
the end of the trajectory. It was checked that this choice makes negligible differences
with respect to turning the friction force on only when the target’s energy exceeds
the ZPE and turning it off when the target’s energy goes below the ZPE. Similarly,
turning on the frictional dynamics from t = 0 for the adsorbate has been found to affect
marginally the results. The impinging H (N) atom starts at Zp = 7.0 Å (8.0 Å), i.e.,
in the asymptotic region of the potential, with normal incidence and initial collision
energies Ei that vary within the range 0.25-5.0 eV. Taking advantage of the symmetry
of each system, the (Xp,Yp) initial coordinates of the projectiles are randomly sampled
in the green areas indicated in Figure V.1. Therefore, the factor A accounting for the
total area per adsorbate is: A = 4 for H+H/W(100), A = 2 for H+H/W(110), A = 8

for N+N/W(100) and A = 4 for N+N/W(110). These areas differ from the ones used
in previous works [71, 72, 76] because it was found that few ER recombination events
occur for trajectories starting outside of the sampling surface area used in those works.
Nevertheless, despite some quantitative differences between the present and the previous
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Figure V.1: Sampling of initial conditions. The target atom is in red and the green area
represents the sampling area of the (Xp,Yp) initial position of the projectile.

BOSS and GLO results, all the conclusions achieved in Refs. [71,72,76] remain.

For each collision energy, the number of computed trajectories was 368 000 for
H+H/W(100), 864 000 for H+H/W(110), 90 000 for N+N/W(100), and 900 000 for
N+N/W(110). The possible exit channels of the simulations within the single adsorbate
limit are defined in detail in Chapter IV. Among them, the recombination or abstraction
processes are considered to take place whenever both atoms reach the initial altitude of
the projectile with a positive diatom CM momentum along the surface normal (z-axis)
and an interatomic distance r < 2.2 Å (r < 2.5 Å) in H

2

(N
2

) recombination. The ER
process occurs when the formed molecule moves definitively towards the vacuum before
the second rebound of the projectile.

V.2 Results

All the results shown in this section for the GLO and LDFA-GLO simulations were
obtained for a surface temperature of 300 K. Simulations performed at 1500 K lead to
similar results and are not shown. The computed ER cross sections �ER as a function
of the projectile collision energy Ei are displayed in Figures V.2 and V.3 for N

2

and H
2

recombination, respectively. Except for N+N/W(110), the qualitative behavior of �ER

with Ei is almost unchanged by including the energy dissipation channels. The largest
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Figure V.2: ER recombination cross sections �ER as a function of the projectile’s collision
energy Ei for the BOSS (blue squares), LDFA (pink down-triangles), GLO (green circles) and
LDFA-GLO (black up-triangles) simulations.

quantitative differences with respect to the BOSS results are found for N
2

recombination.
Figure V.2 shows that surface motion is responsible for reductions in the N

2

�ER of 10-
50%, while electronic friction only causes a marginal decrease of less than 7%. In the case
of H

2

recombination (Figure V.3), we observe just the opposite, i.e., the main changes
with respect to the BOSS �ER are due to e – h pair excitations (compare either LDFA to
BOSS or GLO to LDFA-GLO), while as also shown in ref [76] the role of phonons can
be disregarded. More precisely, including electronic friction decreases the BOSS cross
sections for the H+H/W(100) in the range of 5-21% at low energies (Ei <1.0 eV), whereas
at higher energies it increases in the range of 8-22%. For H+H/W(110), the effect of
e – h pair excitations is only observed at low energies (Ei < 1.5 eV) with reductions in
the range of 16-39%.

As a general trend Figures V.2 and V.3 reveal that the ER reactivity decreases with
electronic friction in the range where �ER increases with Ei and increases when �ER

decreases with Ei. Therefore, the effect of e – h pair excitations on �ER is equivalent
to shift the �ER(Ei) curves calculated within the BOSS approximation towards smaller
initial collision energies. This suggest that the role of e – h pair excitation on �ER is
related to the reduction of the collision energy.

The effect of the e – h pair excitations for N
2

dissociation on W(110) [124,131] and on
W(100) [131], as well as for H

2

dissociation on Cu(110) [124] can be also basically related
to the reduction of the collision energy. For the latter system, for which the dissociation is
ruled by a late activation barrier located at short distances from the surface [23], a slight
reduction of the (dissociative) sticking coefficient S

0

is predicted when electronic friction
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Figure V.3: Same as Figure V.2 but for H+H/W(100) and H+H/W(110).

is accounted for. This effect stems from the reduction of collision energy, which prevents
a non negligible portion of the molecules to overcome the late activation barriers. In
contrast, for N

2

dissociation on both tungsten surfaces, electronic friction causes in
general a weak increase of S

0

. The reason is that N
2

dissociation is dominated in both
surfaces by early potential energy barriers lying in regions of low electronic densities.
Therefore, inclusion of electronic friction hardly affects the initial collision energy before
reaching the early barrier. However, once the molecules overcome such early barriers
and get close to the surface, e – h pair excitations contribute to enhance the dynamic
trapping towards the dissociation path by slowing the molecules down.

In order to understand better the effect of each energy dissipation channel in �ER,
the average dissipated energy h�Ei as a function of Ei obtained from the LDFA, GLO,
and LDFA-GLO simulations have been analyzed. In the latter case, the contribution
coming solely from e – h pair excitations �Eeh is calculated for each trajectory as

�Eeh =

X
i,n

⌘(Ri)

✓
dRi

dt

◆
2

�tn , (V.1)

where the subscript i refers to the projectile and target atoms and �tn is the time
interval at the nth integration step. After averaging �Eeh over all ER trajectories, the
average energy lost into phonons h�E

ph

i is obtained by subtracting h�Eehi to the total
LDFA-GLO average energy loss h�Ei.

The results for N and H abstraction are displayed in Figures V.4 and V.5, respectively.
Comparing both figures, we observe that the energy loss due to phonon excitations is
one order of magnitude higher for N

2

than for H
2

recombination. This is due to the
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Figure V.5: Same as Figure V.5 but for H+H/W(100) and H+H/W(110).

smaller mass mismatch between N and W than between H and W. In contrast, energy
dissipation due to e – h pair excitations is about three times larger for H

2

recombination
than for N

2

recombination, despite the friction coefficients at equal electron density are
significantly higher for N than for H [124,193]. There are two main factors contributing
to this somewhat counterintuitive result. As shown in Table V.2, H atoms get closer to
the surface and, therefore, probe regions of higher electronic density than N atoms. In
addition, for similar collision energies the friction force and, hence, the electronic energy
loss is larger for H than for N due to the corresponding higher velocity of the former.
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Ei H+H/W(100) H+H/W(110) N+N/W(100) N+N/W(110)
1.0 eV 0.26 Å 0.58 Å 0.61 Å 1.26 Å
4.0 eV 0.24 Å 0.46 Å 0.66 Å 1.29 Å

Table V.2: Rebound altitude of the projectile for the BOSS model when Ei =1.0 eV (4.0 eV).

Focusing on the H
2

recombination, Figure V.5 shows that almost all the energy loss
is due to e – h pair excitations. An identical conclusion was recently reported for the
relaxation of the hot H atoms formed from H

2

dissociation on Pd(100) [126,128,137,138].

In the case of N
2

recombination, however, phonons is the predominant energy loss
channel as evidenced in Figure V.4. Surprisingly, though �ER experiences a higher
reduction in N+N/W(110) when including the energy dissipation channels, the energy
losses on N+N/W(110) are smaller than in N+N/W(100). At low Ei, on N+N/W(110)
�ER is reduced in 50% when accounting for phonon excitations, whereas on N+N/W(100)
a reduction of less than 25% is observed. The initial (Xp,Yp) position of N atoms giving
ER reaction on W(110) for the BOSS and LDFA-GLO models for Ei=1.0 eV (left panels
on Fig. V.6) shows that ER projectiles starting at high impact parameters are highly
reduced when including the energy loss channels. On N+N/W(100) (right panels on
Fig. V.6), on the other hand, due to the deep adsorption site there is no reaction with
projectiles of large initial impact parameter b.
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Figure V.6: (Xp,Yp) initial positions of the projectiles leading to ER recombination on
N+N/W(110) (left panels) and N+N/W(100) (right panels) at Ei=1.0 eV for BOSS and LDFA-
GLO simulations.

An interesting feature of the energy losses in N
2

recombination that can be observed
in Figure V.4 is the existence of an apparent coupling between the two dissipation
mechanisms, which is not observed for H

2

recombination. Comparing the LDFA h�Ei, on
the one side, and the GLO h�Ei, on the other side, to the LDFA-GLO results, we observe
that the energy dissipated into either e – h pairs (h�Eehi) and into phonons (h�Ephi) is
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Figure V.7: Right panel: Average energy loss due to e – h pairs h�Eehi of molecules formed
via ER1 (up-triangles) and ER2 (down-triangles) as a function of the initial collision energy
of the projectile Ei for the LDFA (pink) and LDFA-GLO (black) simulations. Left panel:
Distribution of the projectile rebound altitude obtained from LDFA (pink) and LDFA-GLO
(black) calculations.

smaller in the LDFA-GLO simulations that account for both dissipation channels. In
relative terms, the largest effect is observed in the electronic dissipation channel, for
which there is a reduction of ⇠ 0.1 eV on N+N/W(100) and ⇠ 40 meV on N+N/W(110)
respect to the average energy loss obtained with the LDFA simulations. The existence of
such a coupling between the two energy dissipation mechanisms contrasts with what it is
observed not only for H

2

recombination, but, importantly, for other processes involving
N projectiles. For instance, the competition between electron and phonon excitations
in the scattering of nitrogen atoms and molecules off tungsten and silver surfaces was
analyzed in ref [129]. As in the present work, it was found that dissipation to surface
vibrations was the predominant dissipation channel, but at variance with our findings,
the contribution of phonon and e – h pair excitations to the total energy loss were shown
to be basically additive.

In order to understand the reasons causing the coupling between the two dissipation
channels, we analyze in more detail the differences between the LDFA and LDFA-GLO
simulations for the N+N/W(100) system, for which the consequences of the coupling
between the energy loss channels are clearly more pronounced. Quintas et al. [71] iden-
tified two distinct ER abstraction mechanisms for N

2

recombination on W(100), namely,
one denoted ER1, which is characterized by a projectile rebound altitude Z

reb

higher
than 0.65 Å, and another denoted ER2, for which Z

reb

< 0.65 Å. Important to us, the
authors found by comparing the BOSS and the GLO results that the ratio between
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ER1 and ER2 changes when surface motion is included. Here we find something similar
when comparing the LDFA and LDFA-GLO results. The distributions of the projec-
tile rebound altitudes for ER reactive trajectories are displayed in the right panels of
Figure V.7 at two representative collision energies Ei = 1.0 eV and 4.0 eV. The weight
of ER1 increases from 49% in LDFA to 79% in LDFA-GLO for Ei=1.0 eV (from 57%
to 71% for Ei=4.0 eV). This modification will certainly contribute to a reduction in
the electronic energy loss, since the molecules formed via ER1 probe surface regions of
smaller electronic density than molecules formed via ER2. Nevertheless, this is not the
only ingredient that causes the differences between the LDFA and the LDFA-GLO elec-
tronic energy losses. The left panel of Figure V.7 shows the average energy loss due to
e – h pair excitations for each mechanism within the LDFA and LDFA-GLO simulations.
This figure highlights that there is already a decrease in the electronic energy loss of
approx. 40 meV in each mechanism when surface motion is included. Interestingly, the
reduction is similar to the one found for the N+N/W(110) system. In this case, we find
that the Z

reb

-distribution of the ER recombinations remains unchanged when including
surface motion (not shown). Therefore, the electronic energy loss decreases more on
W(100) than on W(110) because in addition there is a change in the Z

reb

-distributions
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Figure V.9: Same as Figure V.8 but for H+H/W(100).

of the former. Still, the question that remains is why there is a systematic reduction in
the electronic energy loss when energy exchange with the lattice is allowed.

With this purpose, we have analyzed the time evolution of each energy loss process
along the ER trajectories. Figure V.8 displays the average energy loss rate to phononsD

�Eph

�t

E
and to metal electrons

⌦
�Eeh
�t

↵
as a function of time for the N+N/W(100) system

and Ei = 1.5 eV. For each ER trajectory, the energy loss rates are calculated by evalu-
ating at each integration step �t the contribution of each energy loss channel following
the scheme explained above (see Equation (V.1) and text). The results of Figure V.8
are averaged over 300 trajectories, after setting in each case the time origin (t = 0)
at the instant of the projectile’s rebound. As shown in the figure, most of the energy
dissipated into the surface lattice occurs at the classical turning point (see the large sym-
metric peak centered at t ⇡ 0 fs that amounts about 0.76 eV). Afterwards, the forming
molecule gains and loses energy, but the energy exchange in these cases is considerably
smaller. For instance, the energy gain centered at t ⇡ 10 fs is about 0.15 eV. At first
sight, the electronic energy loss rate, which vanishes at the classical turning point with
the z-component of the projectile’s velocity, is rather symmetric around this point. The
latter suggests that the surface electron density and the N atoms velocities are rather
similar along the incoming (t < 0) and outgoing (t > 0) parts of the trajectory. The
same analysis but for H+H/W(100) (Figure V.9) indicates that the energy loss process
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along the trajectory is rather similar regardless the system, though the efficiency of each
energy loss channel changes.

Concerning the observed coupling between the two energy dissipation channels, the
analysis of Figure V.8 highlights that, when phonons are accounted for, the projectile
loses an important part of its kinetic energy upon the first collision with the surface.
Consequently, in comparison with the static surface LDFA calculation, the electronic
friction force and, correspondingly, the energy loss are expected to decrease for the re-
maining (outgoing) part of the trajectory. In order to confirm the latter, we show in Fig-
ure V.10 the energy loss into e – h pairs of the ER trajectories before (

⌦
�E

before

eh

↵
) and af-

ter (
⌦
�E

after

eh

↵
) the first impact with the surface for N+N/W(100) and for N+N/W(110).

In all cases, the differences between the LDFA and LDFA-GLO calculations only are sig-
nificant after the collision event. Obviously, since both dissipation channels depend and
act on the kinetic energy of the moving species, the inclusion of one affects the other.
Nevertheless, we have shown here that this coupling is relatively small even when both
dissipation channels are of the same order of magnitude. Otherwise, its effect will be
imperceptible as found in previous works [126, 129], as well as in the present work for
H

2

recombination.

Finally, we analyze the changes that the two energy dissipation channels may have in
the internal energy of the formed molecules. The final average translational, vibrational,
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Figure V.12: Same as Figure V.11 but for H+H/W(100) and H+H/W(110).
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and rotational energies of the ER-formed N
2

and H
2

are plotted in Figures V.11 and V.12,
respectively, as a function of the initial collision energy Ei. As shown in Figure V.11,
the largest effect on N

2

ER recombination are due to phonon excitations, which affect
both the vibrational and the translational energy, as already discussed in ref [72]. Our
new simulations that include energy dissipation into e – h pair excitations show that this
mechanisms causes a decrease of the translational energy only. However, such a decrease
is small in comparison to the reductions caused by phonon excitations. Regarding H

2

recombination, Figure V.12 shows that the effect of energy dissipation into the metal
electrons in the vibrational and rotational energies is very minor, but noticeable on the
translational energy, which is reduced by 0.25-1.0 eV. In agreement with the results
discussed so far, the effect of surface phonons is negligible in both the translational and
the internal energy of the formed H

2

.

V.3 Conclusions

QCT simulations have been performed to disentangle the influence of e – h pair and
phonon excitations on the ER recombination of H

2

and N
2

on the (100) and (110)
crystallographic planes of tungsten. Calculations have been carried out within the single
adsorbate limit under normal incidence condition in the 0.25-5.0 eV energy range. Energy
transfer due to phonon excitations was described within the GLO scheme [134,135] and
e – h pair excitations was modeled within the LDFA [124].

Phonon excitations reduce reactivity in the case of N
2

recombination in the range
of 10-50% depending on the incidence energy and the crystal face. However, phonon
excitations do not affect H abstraction due to the large mismatch between the mass of the
projectile and that of the tungsten atoms. Regarding e – h pair excitations the opposite
behavior is observed. Whereas they have a very minor effect on the ER recombination
of N

2

, they can produce variations of the cross section for H
2

recombination of up to a
36%. The effect of including electronic excitations in the dynamics can be rationalized
as a reduction of the effective collision energy. As a result, in the regions where the ER
cross sections increase (decrease) with energy, electronic excitations reduce (enhance)
the recombination probability.

Energy exchanged between the molecule and the metal have been also evaluated
separating the contributions of each of the dissipation channels. Whereas energy loss
due to e – h pair excitations is about three times larger for H

2

recombination than for
N

2

recombination, energy loss due to phonons is an order of magnitude larger for the
latter than for the former. Although phonons are the main energy loss channel for
N

2

formation, a non negligible effect of electronic excitations is observed. However, in
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the case of H one can safely neglect any effect related to phonon excitations. Finally,
the effect of energy losses in the final energy distribution in the DOF of the molecules
is analyzed. The e – h pair excitations mostly reduce the translational energy of the
molecules, whereas phonon excitations (only significant in the case of N

2

recombinations)
also affect the vibrational energy.

All in all, the description of the ER process is here refined by including dissipation
channels in the dynamics. In the case of H

2

recombination, due to its light mass, it is
enough to incorporate e – h pair excitations and that surface movement can be neglected.
On the contrary, for N

2

recombination, phonon excitations is the dominant mechanism,
though a noticeable effect of the electronic excitations is also obtained.
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Chapter VI

Eley-Rideal abstraction of Nitrogen
and Hydrogen from tungsten surfaces
in the single adsorbate limit:
Stereodynamical effects

Since the ER abstraction is ultrafast (subpicosecond time scale) and involves only one
rebound of the projectile, the surface might be thought to act as a spectator and con-
sequently play a minor role in the reaction. This is definitely not the case as significant
crystallographic anisotropies were revealed, in particular for N

2

recombination on W(100)
and W(110) [73] for which corrugation is important. As a consequence of such corruga-
tion, stereodynamical effects, i.e., sensitivity of the dynamics on the initial orientation
of the colliding partners, might be anticipated. The initial orientation of the average
metal-adsorbate bound with respect to the impinging atom initial momentum might
be changed by varying the incidence angle. While the beam incidence angle did not
lead to any sizable change of the reaction rate constants on H(D) atom reaction with
adsorbed D(H) on Pt(111) [83], it was shown to greatly influence the CO oxidation by
atomic oxygen on Pt(111), Ir(111), and Ru(001) [230]. Besides, for the recombination
of NO molecules from N oxidation on O-covered Ru(0001), scattering angles of the di-
atom were shown to negligibly depend on the incidence angle. For H

2

recombination on
Cu(111) [55, 59] and C oxidation on O-covered Pt(111) [91] the incidence angle slightly
affects reactivity but significantly influences the final energy distributions of the formed
molecules.

Although, many studies have analyzed H–H and N–N ER reactions on W [11, 56,
61, 71–73, 77, 78, 78, 80, 141–143, 231–234], none of them have focussed on the effect of

55
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the incidence angle of the scattering atom. The stereodynamics of ER abstraction in
H

2

and N
2

recombination on W(100) and W(110) is here studied. The organization of
the Chapter is as follows. Section VI.1 gives details of the PESs and QCT simulation
methodology. Results from the dynamics simulations are discussed in section VI.2.
Stereodynamics influence on reactivity, energy dissipation to the metallic surface and
energy distribution of the formed molecules is analyzed. Section VI.3 summarizes and
concludes.

VI.1 Calculation details

Off normal incidence scattering of atomic hydrogen and nitrogen off H- and N-preadsorbed
W(100) and W(110) surfaces is investigated within the zero coverage limit (single ad-
sorbate). QCT are used relying on the same global FPLEPS PESs investigated in the
Chapter V. The methodology for molecular dynamics simulation at normal incidence [80]
has been detailed in Chapter V so that only the main lines are recalled here.

In order to rationalize non-adiabatic effects in the abstraction process, simulations
are performed within two different schemes, namely, BOSS scheme in which neither
energy exchange with the surface phonons nor electronic excitations are accounted for,
and the LDFA-GLO scheme that includes the effect of e – h pair excitations within the
LDFA and energy exchange with the metal lattice within GLO as detailed in Chapter
IV.

The initial conditions for the QCT simulations are the following. The adsorbed
atom is initially located at the most favorable adsorption site with velocity and posi-
tion consistent with the ZPE (see Table V.1), computed through a Z, Y , and Z mode
decomposition (see Chapter IV). The adsorption sites for H and N on both W surfaces
are illustrated in Figure VI.1 (up). As done for normal incidence conditions in Chapter
V, the friction acts only when the target energy exceeds the ZPE in order to conserve
the ZPE before collision. The friction force is then applied until the end of the trajec-
tory. The impinging H (N) atom (projectile), starts at Zp = 7.0 Å (8.0 Å), i.e., in the
asymptotic region of the potential, with initial collision energies Ei that vary within the
range 0.1-5.0 eV. The direction of the projectile initial velocity, vi, is defined by ✓i, the
polar angle with respect to the surface normal and �i, the azimuthal angle with respect
to the x-axis. ✓f and �f are the corresponding quantities describing the direction of the
final velocity, vf , of the formed diatom. The coordinate systems are depicted in Figure
VI.1 (down). For H recombination on W(100), incidence angles defined by ✓i=40�, 80�

with �i= 0�, 45� and 90� are investigated. For N abstraction on W(100), due to higher
symmetry, only ✓i=40�, 80� with �i= 0�, 45� are considered. Finally, for H and N re-
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Figure VI.1: Up: adsorption sites for H and N atoms on W(100) (left) and W(110) (right))
crystal surfaces. W atoms are purple, H atoms are blue and N atoms are red. Down: Coordinate
systems defining the incidence of impinging atoms and scattering of the formed diatom.

combination on W(110), ✓i=40�, 80� with �i= 0�, 54.74� and 90� incidence angles are
scrutinized. The results of the dynamics for these off-normal incidences are compared
with the results for normal incidence discussed in Chapter V.

The possible exit channels for the dynamics simulation are defined in detail in Chap-
ter IV. We here focus on ER abstraction process, which is assumed to occur when the
formed molecule moves definitively towards the vacuum before the second rebound of
the projectile. Taking advantage of symmetry for each system and incidence, the (Xp,
Yp) initial coordinates of the projectiles are randomly sampled in areas that ensure pro-
jectiles rebounds in the vicinity of the target. The sampling areas were varied until ER
cross sections were converged. A sampling density of 8444 trajectories/Å2 was used to
ensure good statistics.

VI.2 Results

VI.2.1 Eley-Rideal reactivity

The computed ER abstraction cross sections, �ER, are displayed in Figure VI.2 for N
2

recombination from W(100), as a function of the projectile collision energy Ei for the
different incidences.
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Figure VI.2: Left: ER abstraction cross sections, �ER, as a function of the projectile collision
energy Ei for N+N/W(100). The incidence angles (✓i,�i) are indicated. Right: Projections of
relevant projectile trajectories on the �i=45� plane for ✓i=0� (down) and ✓i=80� (up) down to
the first rebound. Black (Blue) trajectories are (non) reactive. Green (red) contour levels are
negative (positive) separated by 0.5 eV (0.2 eV). Zero potential energy is defined for the target
at the bottom of the adsorption well and the projectile at 8 Å from the surface.

A significant effect of incidence is evidenced at low collision energy. Normal incidence
N abstraction reactivity was previously found to involve a significant 0.53 eV collision
energy threshold despite the existence of nonactivated reaction pathways [73]. Such a
threshold was attributed to a dynamical effect, resulting from an interplay between the
entrance channel N–N repulsion and the strong attraction of the projectile towards the
top W surface atoms. Figure VI.2 (left and inset) reveals that the normal incidence
threshold is drastically reduced, from 0.53 eV at ✓i=0� to ⇠0.1 eV at ✓i=80�. In this
chemical system, due to the depth of the adsorption site (Z=0.65 Å), reaction only stems
from projectiles that abstract the target after bouncing on a neighboring tungsten atom.
Such a mechanism involve mainly projectiles impinging the surface about a plane normal
to the surface whose azimuth is 45� (dashed line in the surface unit cell of Figure VI.1(A))
[71, 73]. Projections of reactive trajectories onto that plane reveal the dynamical origin
of the significant increase of reactivity at large off-normal incidence (see Figure VI.2).
At normal incidence and low collision energy (Ei=0.5 eV), deflection of the impinging
projectiles by the repulsive potential energy bump above the N adsorbate associated with
the strong N–W attraction steers the projectile towards the neighboring empty cells, thus
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preventing the impinging atoms to efficiently collide with the N-adsorbate (Figure VI.2,
down right). Conversely, upon increasing the polar angle to ✓i=80�, the topology of the
interactions in the entrance channel clearly redirects impinging projectiles towards the N-
adsorbate (black lines on Figure VI.2, down right), thus leading to a significant increase
of reactivity. This occurs mainly in the plane normal to the surface whose azimuth is
45�, in which the adsorbate and tungsten atoms lie. In this chemical system, low energy
ER reactivity thus critically depends on the direction of incidence as a consequence of
the strong corrugation of the PES in the entrance channel.
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Figure VI.3: ER abstraction cross sections, �ER, as a function of the projectile’s collision
energy Ei for N+N/W(110). The (✓i,�i) incidences are indicated.

For the W(110) surface symmetry, the N abstraction cross-sections significantly in-
crease with the polar angle ✓i above Ei=1.0 eV, as displayed in Figure VI.3. For instance,
at Ei=5.0 eV, the cross section increases from ⇠ 0.7 Å2 at ✓i=0� to ⇠ 1.4 Å2 at ✓i=40�

(�i=0�) and ⇠ 2.5 Å2 at ✓i=80� (�i=0�), with a sensible dependence on the azimuthal an-
gle. ER abstraction dynamics at normal and (✓i=80�, �i=0�) incidences, for Ei=3.0 eV,
are illustrated in Figure VI.4 and VI.5 respectively, where relevant reactive trajectories
are plotted in the three dimensional space. At normal incidence, ER reactions involving
projectiles boucing at impact parameter b smaller than 3.17 Å (close-ER, up) are discrim-
inated from that involving higher impact parameters (far-ER, down). Both close-ER
and far-ER contribute significantly to the total cross section, by 64% (0.43 Å2) and 36%
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(0.25 Å2), respectively. The trajectories of the projectiles leading to abstraction down
to the first rebound on the surface (green lines, N-approach) indicates that, at such an
incident energy, projectiles impinge the surface without being steered. The large ma-
jority of the N impinging atoms first collide with W atoms prior to abstracting the N
target. Only about 10% of the projectiles react upon colliding on top of the target, i.e.,
with an impact parameter lower than 0.75 Å and an altitude higher than the target’s
equilibrium altitude (1.155 Å).

Figure VI.4: ER recombination of N on W(110) for an initial collision energy of 3.0 eV and
✓i=0�. Left panels: trajectories of the projectiles down to the first rebound (green lines) and
during the following fs (red lines). Right panels: Diatom CM scattering trajectories. Gray
spheres represent surface W atoms. Black (white) spheres represent the projectiles (targets)
positions at the instant of its rebound..

The evolution of the trajectories during the first femtosecond after the rebound (red
lines in left panels) shows that the collisions with the tungsten atoms direct the projec-
tiles towards the target. The trajectories of the CM of the formed diatom (red lines in
right panels) highlights that the molecules scatter off the surface in directions roughly
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similar to the ones with which the projectiles are scattered from the W atoms.

Figure VI.5: Same as Figure VI.4 but for ✓i=80� and �i=0�.

At the most reactive incidence, (✓i=80�, �i=0�) (Figure VI.5, down) in addition to the
previously discussed close-ER and far-ER mechanism, a new reaction pathway (grazing-
ER) appears in which the projectiles are no longer directed towards the adsorbate upon
colliding surface atoms. While approaching the surface the projectiles are captured by
the target and then collide just on top of the next W atom following the incoming
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direction. The positions of the targets at the instant of projectile’s collision with the
surface highlights that they have already been abstracted out of the adsorption site.
This grazing-ER path is responsible of approx. 50% of the total ER cross section at
this incident conditions. The contribution of grazing-ER to the total reactivity increases
with Ei until Ei ⇡ 3.0 eV. For higher incident energies, the contribution of the three
channels remains constant. Close-ER and far-ER cross sections increase by a factor of
2 with respect to normal incidence though the dynamics proceed in a similar way as for
normal incidence. This grazing-ER path is also observed at (✓i=80�, �i=90�) incidence,
but its contribution to the total ER cross section is smaller representing as much as 30%
of the total reactivity. Interestingly, similar mechanism was identified in the efficient N

2

recombination on N-covered Ag(111) [70,235]. At (✓i=80�, �i=54.74�) incidence, on the
other hand, ER reaction proceeds similarly to normal incidence: molecules are mostly
formed after the collision of the projectiles with W atoms that redirect them towards
the targets.
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Figure VI.6: Final ✓f (left panels) and �f (right panels) angle distributions of ER-formed di-
atom (green) for Ei=3.0 eV. Angular intensities of close-ER (pink), far-ER (black) and grazing-
ER (blue) are also represented. Top panels are for ✓i=0� incidence and bottom panels for ✓i=80�
and �i=0� incidence.

Figure VI.6 displays the scattered diatom polar (left) and azimuthal (right) angle
distributions for normal and (✓i=80�, �i=0�) incidences. Since ER reaction occur be-
fore the incident atom reaches equilibrium with the surface, the product is expected
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to retain a “memory” of the parallel momentum of the projectile, i.e., an asymmetrical
angular distribution of the formed molecules around the surface normal is expected for
off normal incidences. Such behavior in the angular distributions have been observed
in many abstraction processes such as in HD recombination on Cu(111) [84, 90, 236] or
HCl abstraction from Au(111) [85, 102]. In accordance, ER-formed N

2

molecules at
(✓i=80�, �i=0�) have a distribution of scattering polar angles around 45� with respect
to the surface normal and peaked in the forward direction. Nevertheless, the larger ✓f at
normal incidence highlights that the initial larger parallel momentum does not suppose
higher final parallel momentum in the formed molecules. Similarly, although the NO
polar angular distributions produced when Ru(0001)–O(2⇥1) is exposed to the nitrogen
beam [237] are sharp and forward peaked, ✓f is shown to be independent of ✓i. The
authors claim that the absence of a clear dependence of ✓f on ✓i is indicative of an
interaction at the surface that is more complex than that of simple scattering. Indeed,
this is the case also in the present work, the dependence of ✓f on ✓i comes from the
dynamical changes characterised above, i.e., due to the new grazing-ER pathway. As
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Figure VI.7: ER abstraction cross sections �ER as a function of the projectile’s collision
energy Ei for H+H/W(100) and H+H/W(110). The (✓i,�i) incidences are indicated in each
plot.

far as close-ER and far-ER are concerned, the polar distributions are not significantly
dependent on the incidence conditions. Conversely, the exit azimuths reveal the signa-
ture of forward scattering [68, 69, 237]. The grazing-ER mechanism appearing at large
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incidence involve a much narrower distribution of scattering angles close to the normal
and forward direction.

In comparison with N abstraction, Figure VI.7 shows that much smaller quantita-
tive changes are observed for the cross-sections of H

2

recombination as a function of
incidence angle. Nevertheless, a slight sensitivity to the incidence angle is observed for
H+H/W(100), in particular at large incidence ✓i=80�. Such a specific behavior depends
on an intricate competition between two ER abstraction mechanisms involving rebounds
of the projectile on W atoms from the surface and on the first subsurface layer [77].
Nevertheless, it does not lead to large changes in the absolute cross-sections.

VI.2.2 Non-adiabaticity

In order to quantify energy dissipation to the metal, calculations have also been carried
out within the LDFA-GLO scheme, using a surface temperature of 300 K. ER cross
sections for the BOSS and LDFA-GLO models are displayed in Figure VI.8 and VI.9 as a
function of Ei for H

2

and N
2

recombination, respectively. As for normal incidence [80], for
the rest of incidences, the qualitative evolution of �ER with Ei is only slightly affected by
accouting for energy dissipation channels. Quantitative differences between both models
only appear for N recombination, in particular for N+N/W(110), for which reactivity
sensibly decreases at large off-normal angles when including dissipation.
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Figure VI.9: Same as Figure VI.8 but for N+N/W(100) and N+N/W(110).

The contribution of electronic excitations h�Eehi and phonon excitations h�E

ph

i
dissipation channels to the total average energy loss to the surface h�Ei has been ana-
lyzed as done in previous Chapter (see Equation V.1 and text). The results for H and N
abstraction are displayed in Figures VI.10 and VI.11 respectively. Overall, the average
energy losses upon ER recombination of H and N on H- and N- W(100) and W(110)
surfaces are within the range of 0.5-2.0 eV, increasing with Ei and do not largely depend
on the incidence angle of the projectile. For all incidences and similar to what was
observed at normal incidence in Chapter V, the energy loss due to phonon excitations is
one order of magnitude higher for N

2

than for H
2

recombination. Because of the smaller
mass mismatch between N and W than between H and W. Conversely, energy dissipa-
tion due to e – h pair excitations is about three times larger for H

2

recombination than
for N

2

recombination.

For H
2

recombination (Figure VI.10) negligible influence of the incidence angle on
the energy loss is found. For N

2

recombination (Figure VI.11) the energy losses are more
sensitive to the incidence angle. Nevertheless, the differences are small and very likely
originated by the differentiated dynamics of each particular incidence. For instance,
lower panels of Figure VI.11 highlight the lower energy loss to phonon excitation at high
Ei as ✓i increases. This is in accordance with the increasing contribution of grazing-ER
to the reactivity because in this mechanism the projectiles experience less attraction
than in the rest of mechanisms. Besides, the higher influence of dissipation channels on
the reactivity of N on W(110) contrasts the smaller energy losses on this system than on
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Figure VI.10: Average energy loss h�Ei as a function of the projectile’s collision energy Ei
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Figure VI.12: Final average translational hEtrani, vibrational hEvibi, and rotational energies
hEroti of the formed molecules as a function of the initial collision energy Ei.

W(100). The reason for this is that phonon excitation as well as e – h pair excitations
affect more high b reactions (see Chapter V), whose contribution to the total abstraction
is much higher on W(110). As a conclusion, as for normal incidence, the characteristics
of energy dissipation to the metal depend on the chemical system. Finally, note also
that for N abstraction, incidence angle influences the amount of energy dissipated but
weakly affects its partition between e – h pair and phonon excitation.

VI.2.3 Energy distribution

The influence of the incidence angle on the distribution of energy into the internal
motion of the formed molecules is here investigated within the LDFA-GLO scheme. The
final average translational, vibrational, and rotational energies of H

2

and N
2

are plotted
in Figures VI.12 and VI.13, respectively, as a function of Ei. The dependence of the
average internal energies on the incident angle for ER-formed H

2

molecules is negligibly
small. The average internal energies of ER-formed H

2

molecules that were shown to be
insensitive to the crystal face in Chapter V are here found to be also independent of the
incidence angle.

ER-formed N
2

molecules, on the other hand, are more affected: differences as high
as 0.7 eV in the internal energy distribution can be observed depending on the incidence
angle (✓i, �i) and Ei. While for N abstraction on W(100) the final average internal
energies depends on the incidence principally at high Ei, for W(110), the distributions
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Figure VI.13: Same as Figure VI.10 but for N+N/W(100) and N+N/W(110).
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Figure VI.14: Normalised vibrational (left) and rotational (right) states distributions of
the ER-formed N

2

molecules on W(110) when Ei=5.0 eV for ✓=0� (upper panles) and ✓=80�
(bottom panels) incidences.

depend on the incidence for all the Ei range.

The main differences in the final energy distributions of the ER-formed molecules
are due to the dynamical changes caused by the incidence angle that were discussed in
Section VI.2.1. For instance, for N

2

recombination on W(110), where we identified the
highest dynamical changes due to the incidence angle, the rotational state distribution
is characterized by different shapes depending on the incident angle, as for Ei=5.0 eV
(see Figure VI.14). The normal incidence and (✓i=80�, �i=54.74�) incidence rotational
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distributions are very similar, in the range of 0-160 j with a peak around j=125. But for
(✓i=80�, �i=0�) and (✓i=80�, �i=90�) incidences, a supplementary peak appears at lower
j. The vibrational states distributions, in the other hand, reveal a higher contribution of
high ⌫ states molecules. These distinct rotational states at (✓i=80�, �i=0�) and (✓i=80�,
�i=90�) correspond to grazing-ER molecules, and in accordance higher peak is observed
in the former incidence where the efficiency of this path is higher.

As a matter of fact, the partition of energy into the DOF of ER formed diatom does
not depend on incidence angle for H abstraction on tungsten. For N

2

recombination,
steredynamical effects are negligible for W(100) but significant for W(110) at high col-
lision energy. These essentially originate from the large contribution to reaction of the
grazing-ER mechanism whose dynamical pathways involve very distinct dynamics.

VI.3 Conclusions

We have investigated the effect of the incidence angle of the projectile in ER abstraction
process. Reactivity, energy dissipation to the metal, and final energy distribution of the
molecules have been analyzed. We find that the incidence angle affects much more the
abstraction of nitrogen than hydrogen from tungsten due to the higher corrugation of
the potentials in the former cases.

Non negligible quantitative changes on the reactivity are found in the four systems,
at least for the highest incident polar angle. Nevertheless, high qualitative changes on
ER reactivity are only found for N

2

recombination. On one side, the energy threshold
for N abstraction fron W(100) is drastically reduced with the polar incidence angle. On
the other side, very efficient N ER abstraction is observed at the highest ✓i due to the
appearance of a new pathway, grazing-ER, which has been characterized in detail. The
incidence angle effects have dynamical origin in N recombination in both crystal faces,
which is related to the high corrugation of the PES on this systems.

The energy dissipated to the metal via phonon excitations and low energy e – h pair
excitations is analyzed as well as the effect of these two processes in the reactivity.
The main conclusions of the same analysis at normal incidence (Chapter V) remain.
The average energy losses upon ER recombination of H and N on H- and N- W(100)
and W(110) surfaces are within the range of 0.5-2.0 eV, increasing with Ei and do not
largely depend on the incidence of the projectile.

The partition of energy into the DOF of the ER formed diatom does not depend on
incidence angle for H abstraction on tungsten. For N

2

recombination, stereodynamical
effects are negligible for W(100) but significant for W(110) at high collision energy.
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These essentially originate from the large contribution to reaction of the grazing-ER
mechanism whose dynamical pathways involve very distinct dynamics.



Chapter VII

Non-adiabatic effects on Hydrogen
abstraction from H-covered
W(110)

H abstraction from H-covered W(110) has recently been studied within the adiabatic
approach [78]. The authors show that abstraction essentially proceeds via the HA process
at low coverage and incident energies, while as these two initial conditions increase HA
and ER processes compete giving recombination. As in this work, to the best of our
knowledge, all the theoretical studies analyzing HA abstraction dynamics on metals
have overlooked e – h pair excitations, although their influence has been experimentally
suggested [136]. This issue is of prime importance as dissipation to electronic excitations,
which is ubiquitous upon interaction/scattering of atoms and molecules with metals
[115–123, 186, 215], might significantly affect hyperthermal motion of hot atoms [126–
128,137,138], and consequently, HA recombination.

We here investigate the role of e – h pair excitations within the framework of hydrogen
recombination on W(110). The Chapter is structured as follows. Methodology and
details of the calculations are presented in Section VII.1. Results from the dynamics
simulations are discussed in Section VII.2. Finally, we conclude in Section VII.3.

VII.1 Calculation details

The normal incidence scattering of atomic hydrogen off a H-covered W(110) surface is
simulated using QCT for ⇥ = 0.25 ML, 0.75 ML and 1.0 ML coverages. The approach
relies on a DFT based multiadsorbate PES developed by Pétuya et al. [78], in which
the finite coverage potential is developed as a two-H terms expansion (see Chapter III).

71
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The PES developed in Ref. [78] has been generalized to describe H penetration to the
subsurface down to �4.4 Å (Z=0 is defined by the altitude of the topmost surface layer).
QCT calculations use a 6⇥6 rectangular (a⇥a

p
2) supercell with periodic boundary

conditions in order to model an infinite covered surface. Thus, 18, 54, and 72 adsorbed
atoms represent the ⇥=0.25 ML, 0.75 ML, and 1.0 ML coverage, respectively. The
classical equations of motion are integrated for one projectile atom and for the adsorbed
targets.

ZPE (meV) adsorption site (Å)
coverage ⇥ x- y- z- X Y Z
0.25 ML 47 60 71 1.585 0.6503 1.07
0.75 ML
purple 35 47 76 1.591 0.6823 1.145
green 35 54 82 1.585 0.6923 1.216

1.0 ML 41 50 81 1.585 0.6993 1.1974

Table VII.1: Values of the ZPE along the x-, y-, z-axes, and cartesian coordinates of the
most favorable adsorption sites for the multi-adsorbate PES at ⇥=0.25 ML, 0.75 ML, and 1.0
ML coverages. The origin of the coordinate system is located on a W surface atom.

The initial conditions for the QCT simulations are the following. The targets initially
sit in their equilibrium positions and are given the ZPE (see Table VII.1) as detailed
in Chapter IV. Previous works [76, 78] showed that the most stable atomic adsorption
site predicted by the PES is located very close to the threefold hollow site, in agree-
ment with experiments. At ⇥=0.25 ML coverage the adsorbates are located on this
positions. However, with increasing coverage, due to the interactions between adsor-
bates, the equilibrium positions are slightly modified. In fact, the multi-adsorbate PES
reproduces the observed surface arrangements at low temperature [225, 226, 238, 239].
The ordered p(2⇥2) phase is characterized for ⇥=0.75 ML (Figure VII.1) but disorders
at around 250 K [225, 226, 238, 239]. In accordance, the PES predicts two sub-lattices
of adsorbates differentiated by purple and green atoms in Figure VII.1. The green ad-
sorbates are surrounded by four nearest neighbors, whereas the purple adsorbates have
two nearest and two next-nearest neighbors. The two kind of adsorbates adopt slightly
different equilibrium positions (Table VII.1). Close to saturation, at ⇥=1 ML coverage,
the H atoms follow a (1⇥1) structure (Figure VII.1). The adsorbed H atoms exhibit
a great mobility around their adsorption site. The structure has been qualified as a
“two-dimensional quasi-liquid-like phase” by Balden et al. [225]. The accuracy of the
multi-adsorbate PES was checked by Pétuya et al. [78] by performing DFT optimization
calculations using the parameters previously adopted for the construction of the CRP
PES [76]. Reasonable agreement was found between the multi-adsorbate PES and DFT
equilibrium positions and the discrepancies in total DFT energy between both structures
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were shown small (<81 meV).

Θ = 0.25 ML Θ = 1.0 ML

a=3.17 Å 

2

Θ = 0.75 ML

a 

Figure VII.1: Position of the adsorbed H atoms (purple and green points) at ⇥=0.25 ML
(left), ⇥=0.75 ML (middle) and ⇥=1.0 ML (right). The lattice constant parameter is a=3.17 Å.
Sampling areas of initial (Xp,Yp) positions of the projectiles for each coverage are represented
in yellow.

The initial altitude of the projectile is taken in the asymptotic region of the potential,
at Zp=7.0 Å from the surface. The (Xp,Yp) initial position of the projectile is randomly
sampled in the covered surface irreducible unit cell (yellow areas of Figure VII.1). For ⇥
= 0.25 ML and 0.75 ML coverages, 120 000 trajectories have been computed to ensure
convergence, while for ⇥=1.0 ML coverage, 30 000 trajectories were enough. Since the
multiadsorbate PES ignores possible interaction between three hydrogen atoms (see eq.
(III.6)), trajectories are stopped whenever one H atom has two neighboring H atoms
closer than 1.5 Å. As the actual fate of such trajectories is unknown, the corresponding
contribution is taken as an uncertainty to any possible outcome of scattering defined
below [76–78].

In order to rationalize non-adiabatic effects upon scattering, molecular dynamics
simulations are performed within the BOSS and LDFA schemes (see Section IV.2). In
the former model, neither energy exchange with the surface phonons nor electronic
excitations are accounted for. In the latter, electronic non-adiabaticity is introduced
through a dissipative force in the classical equations of motion for the hydrogen atoms.
To prevent leakage of the ZPE, the friction acts only when the energy of the preadsorbed
atom exceeds the ZPE. Dissipation to surface phonons is here ignored on the ground
that, as recently demonstrated [128], dissipation to electrons is largely dominating the
relaxation of hydrogen on metals.
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VII.2 Results

The cross sections per adsorbate for the most relevant exit channels are displayed in
Figures VII.2, VII.3, and VII.4 as a function of the incident energy of the projectile,
Ei, at ⇥=0.25 ML, ⇥=0.75 ML, and ⇥=1.0 ML coverages, respectively. For the three
coverages, the effect of e – h pair excitations is to increase adsorption at the expense of
absorption, reflection and abstraction. Nevertheless, the qualitative evolution of these
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Figure VII.2: Top panels: cross sections per adsorbate for adsorption (blue), absorption
(orange), reflection (purple) and abstraction (black) as a function of the projectile incident
energy, Ei. Bottom panels: cross section per adsorbate for ER (blue), primary HA (red)
and secondary HA (green) as a function of Ei. The numbers at the right axis represent the
corresponding probabilities. Left (right) panels correspond to BOSS (LDFA) results. The
surface coverage is 0.25 ML. Uncertainties, which correspond to the contribution of stopped
trajectories (see text), are represented by shaded domains when their contribution is larger
than the size of the symbols.

channels with Ei hardly changes. At low Ei, most of the projectiles adsorb on the sur-
face whereas absorption and reflection significantly increase with Ei [78]. The reduction
experienced by the abstraction cross section when accounting for e – h pair excitations
is much more pronounced for low coverage and low Ei, and as apparent from the lower
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panels of Figure VII.2, mainly originates from a drastic reduction in the HA channels. As
the coverage increases, the effect of e – h pair excitations on abstraction becomes smaller
(see Figures VII.3 and VII.4). Besides, as previously shown in Chapter V, electronic
excitations slightly affects ER abstraction, a result that has been rationalized in terms of
effective reduction of Ei in Chapter V. The already small contribution to abstraction via
secondary HA decreases when including electronic excitations, particularly at ⇥=0.25
ML, for which this contribution almost disappears. Overall, within the LDFA approx-
imation ER and HA mechanisms compete whatever the coverage, but as the coverage
increases ER becomes the dominant abstraction channel.
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Figure VII.3: Same as in Figure VII.2 but for ⇥=0.75 ML surface coverage.

To understand the significant decrease of the primary HA process at ⇥=0.25 ML
and Ei=0.5 eV, we have followed the time evolution of the total energy of the projectile,
Ep, for both BOSS and LDFA simulations. At each time step Ep is calculated at the
projectile position Rp as

Ep = Kp + V 3D
(Rp) +

1

2

NX
i 6=p

I6D(Ri,Rp) , (VII.1)

where Kp is the kinetic energy of the projectile and its potential energy is approximated
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Figure VII.4: Same as in Figure VII.2 but for ⇥=1.0 ML surface coverage. Inset: adsorption
structure from DFT (see text).

as the sum of the surface-projectile atom potential V 3D
(Rp) and half of the diatom

interpolation potential I6D(Ri,Rp), which describes the projectile-adsorbate interaction
on the surface. Figure VII.5 (right panel) displays the calculated Ep distribution and
the fraction of the projectiles still traveling on or below the surface (�4.4 Å< Zp <

3.5 Å) at increasing integration times. The results are obtained in each simulation
from 10 000 trajectories. In order to facilitate the implications of Ep in determining
whether the projectile will permanently be trapped on the surface, the left panel sketches
the potential energy diagram for the adsorption and abstraction processes (ZPEs are
neglected). The origin of potential energy is chosen for the projectile at infinite distance
from the covered surface and the adsorbates sitting at their equilibrium position. Both
adsorption and abstraction processes are exothermic by about 3.0 and 1.5 eV respectively.
The red line represents the initial total energy of the projectile with Ei=0.5 eV incident
energy (Ep = Ei). Hence, the projectile must loss about 3.5 eV to stick in a surface three-
fold site. However, abstraction already becomes endothermic as soon as the projectile
loses about 2.0 eV, i.e., when Ep < �1.5 eV. Comparing the BOSS and LDFA energy
loss distributions plotted in the right panel, we find that when e – h pair excitations
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are included in the calculation (black), 80% of the projectiles already have an energy
below �1.5 eV after 0.2 ps. Consequently, these atoms cannot lead to recombination and
adsorb. In contrast, the BOSS energy distribution shows that after 0.2 ps more than a
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Figure VII.5: Left panel: potential energy diagram for adsorption and abstraction processes.
Energies are in eV. Right panel: Total energy distributions of the projectiles travelling at the
surface at different times for BOSS (red) and LDFA (black) calculations for Ei =0.5 eV and
⇥=0.25 ML (left front plane, arbitrary units). The curves in the right front plane displays
the fraction of projectiles located at heights �4.4 Å < Z < 3.5 Å as a function of time. The
dashed line (Ep = �1.5 eV) indicates the threshold energy below which abstraction becomes
endothermic.

half of the projectiles still have enough energy to recombine with an adsorbate. In this
case, 0.8 ps are required in order to all projectiles to loss 2.0 eV. As a consequence, at
⇥=0.25 ML coverage, the energy loss due to e – h pair excitations highly reduces the
recombining hot-species lifetime. This is illustrated in the left panels of Figure VII.6,
where the distribution of ER and primary HA abstraction times as obtained within the
BOSS and LDFA simulations are displayed for the same initial condition. This time
is taken as the total time for abstraction. When accounting for e – h pair excitations,
the timescale for both abstraction processes become really similar and, concomitantly,
the distances travelled on the surface before recombination. Actually, the abstracted
adsorbates are basically the ones initially located in the irreducible surface unit cell or
in the first periodic cells (not shown). The reduction of the projectile traveled length
caused by e – h pair excitations is also the reason of the strong decrease observed in
the LDFA secondary HA probabilities, in particular at low coverage. Remarkably, the
influence of e – h pair excitations for high Ei is less important. Right panels in Figure
VII.6 show that the timescales for ER and HA abstraction processes at Ei=5.0 eV are
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already quite similar within the BOSS model. Concomitantly, the influence of e – h pair
excitations on HA abstraction is as small as in ER mechanisms. Similarly, at high
coverages (⇥= 0.75 and 1.0 ML) the influence of e – h pair excitations is less important.
Previous BOSS simulations performed at such coverages [78] already showed that the
projectile energy is efficiently dissipated into the other adsorbates, resulting in a short
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Figure VII.6: Normalized distribution of ER (upper panel) and primary HA abstraction times
within the BOSS (red) and LDFA (black) simulations at 0.25 ML coverage.
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Figure VII.7: Same as Figure VII.6 but for ⇥= 0.75 and 1.0 ML coverages when Ei=0.5 eV.

lifetime for the hot species. Moreover, a high density of adsorbates also results in a
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screening of the impinging hydrogen that then cannot interact closely with the surface.
The influence of e – h pair excitations on the timescale of both mechanisms at ⇥=0.75
and 1.0 ML coverages when Ei=0.5 eV (Figure VII.7) is equally negligible. The extra
energy loss mediated by e – h pair excitations thus influences much less reactivity at such
coverages, as illustrated by Figure VII.3 and VII.4.

At high coverage (⇥=1.0 ML) and low incident energy (<0.5 eV), the simulations
predict a large adsorption probability (>80%), suggesting possible supersaturation of
the surface. The dynamics predicts that the extra atom adsorbs in the second three-fold
hollow site of the unit cell. In order to discard any interpolation error, additional DFT
relaxation calculations have been carried out for 41 adsorbates (⇥=1.025 ML) using a
5⇥4 surface unit cell and the same parameters previously adopted for the construction
of the CRP PES [222]. These calculations confirm indeed that adsorption of an H atom
on the saturated surface is energetically favorable by 2.07 eV, the structure of the sur-
rounding H atoms being slightly distorted as illustrated in the inset of Figure VII.4 (left).
Interestingly, such adsorbing sites with lower binding energy have already been antici-
pated in the literature to rationalize the experimentally observed hot vibrational states
distributions of H

2

molecules resulting from abstraction on Tungsten surfaces [143,233].
Low-energy electron diffraction and inelastic He-atom scattering measurements have ac-
tually confirmed the formation of hydrogen superstructure at ⇥=1.5 ML coverage. [240]

Finally, we analize the average internal energy distribution of the formed molecules.
The final average translational, vibrational, and rotational energies of the ER-formed and
HA-formed H

2

molecules are plotted in Figures VII.8, as a function of the initial collision
energy Ei at ⇥=0.25 (left), 0.75 ML (middle), and 1.0 ML (right) coverages. Results
from BOSS (squares and dashed lines) and LDFA (circles and solid lines) calculations
are shown. The main conclusions of previous BOSS calculations [78] are unchanged.
Although ER-formed molecules own always higher internal energy than HA-formed mo-
lecules, both mechanism produce “hot” molecules.In both ER and HA mechanisms the
energy of the formed molecules increases with Ei, in particular the translational energy.
With increasing coverage the mean final translational energy of the formed molecules
clearly decreases, whereas the average rotational and vibrational energies of the formed
molecules are less affected by coverage.When accounting for e – h pair excitations the
formed molecules suffer an important reduction in the average translational energy in
both abstraction mechanisms. The average rovibrational energy of the formed molecules
is slightly and very similarly affected in both abstraction processes, except at low cover-
age and high Ei. At these conditions, the inclusion of electronic excitations reduces more
the average vibrational energy of the HA-formed molecules than that of the ER-formed
ones. Surprisingly, at low coverage and low Ei, the inclusion of e – h pair excitations
affects similarly the final energy distribution of ER and HA-formed molecules. This
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hEroti of the ER-formed (blue) and HA-formed (red) molecules as a function of the initial
collision energy Ei: BOSS (squares and dashed lines) and LDFA (circles and solid lines).

contrasts with the drastic reduction we observe at these conditions in the HA cross sec-
tions that are not observed for ER reaction, but also with the average energy loss of
the projectiles to e – h pair excitations in ER and HA abstraction processes as a function
of Ei shown in Figure VII.9. Although the energy loss to e – h pair excitations in HA
abstraction is about two times larger than in ER reaction, the reduction on the average
final energy of the formed molecules when including electronic excitations is similar for
both mechanisms. For instance, the same reduction of 0.54 eV is observed at Ei=1.0 eV
and 0.25 ML coverage. The reason is that the inclusion of electronic excitations removes
principally the slow reaction time HA trajectories that were leading to “cold” products
in the BOSS calculation. The latter compensates the reduction of energy experienced
when accounting for electronic excitations by fast reaction time HA molecules that re-
main, i.e., by “hot” molecules. As the coverage increases the energy losses to electronic
excitations for the two mechanisms become more similar, in accordance with the closer
reaction times for ER and HA abstraction processes (see Figure VII.7).
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All in all, within LDFA the final energy distribution of abstracted H
2

molecules as a
function of Ei (Figure VII.10) slightly depends in the coverages. Whereas a decrease of
the translational energy is observed when increasing the coverage, the average rotational
and vibrational energies of the formed molecules show more complex behavior that
depend on the incident energy Ei. Nevertheless, the changes in the internal energies due
to the coverage are small, thus the final energy distribution of the molecules shows weak
sensitivity in coverage.

VII.3 Conclusions

This chapter has been devoted to theoretically investigate the effect of e – h pair exci-
tations on hydrogen abstraction on the W(110) surface at finite coverages. Although
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the effect of e – h pair excitations is to increase adsorption at the expense of absorption,
reflection and abstraction, the qualitative evolution of the three former channels with Ei

hardly changes. Focusing on the different abstraction processes, the HA recombination
mechanism, which is supposed to dominate recombination at low coverage and low Ei,
is shown to be significantly affected by the efficient energy loss via low-energy electronic
excitations that greatly reduce the relaxation time of hot hydrogen atoms on the W(110)
surface. As a result, the HA mechanism is considerably diminished in favor of H adsorp-
tion for these incidence conditions. Thus, the evolution of the abstraction channel with
Ei changes at ⇥=0.25 ML coverage. As a matter of fact, within LDFA both ER and HA
mechanisms compete whatever the coverage, but as the coverage increases ER becomes
the dominant abstraction channel.

Regarding the final energy distribution of the formed molecules, the effect of e –
h pair excitations depends on the timescale of the process under study. At the low
0.25 ML coverage the final energy distribution of HA-formed molecules suffers higher
reduction than that of ER-formed molecules when including electronic excitations. At
higher coverages, as both HA and ER processes take place in the same timescale, similar
effect of e – h pair excitations is obtained in both mechanisms. Low energy e – h pair
excitations mostly reduce the translational energy of the molecules in all cases. Overall,
within LDFA the average energy partition between translation, rotation, and vibration
is weakly affected by coverage.



Chapter VIII

Adiabatic and non-adiabatic dynamics
of Hydrogen abstraction from
H-covered W(100)

Although similar H abstraction kinetics are observed for Ni(100) and Ni(110) [81], for
Pt [241], Cu [95], and Ag [136] differences are observed for the different crystal faces,
which has been related to the reconstruction these surfaces experience. In the previous
Chapter, we have shown that H recombination on W(110) proceeds via both ER and HA
mechanisms for low Ei and low coverage, whereas as the coverage increases ER mecha-
nism dominates the abstraction of H

2

. This chapter is devoted to study the influence of
surface symmetry on both abstraction channels by investigating the H

2

recombination
from W(100) at finite coverages. In order to do so, a multiadsorbate CRP PES has been
constructed.

The Chapter is structured as follows. Details of the construction of the CRP PES are
presented in Section VIII.1. In Section VIII.2 the influence of the PES representation
within the single adsorbate limit is analyzed. The multiadsorbate CRP PES for the
H-covered W(100) surface is presented in Section VIII.3. Then, in Section VIII.4, the
dynamics of H abstraction from H-covered W(100) is analyzed and compared with pre-
vious results for H abstraction on H-covered W(110). Energy dissipation via e – h pair
excitations is studied since they are shown to drastically affect hyperthermal diffusion
of H hot atoms on W(110), and concomitantly HA abstraction. Finally, Section VIII.5
concludes.

83
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VIII.1 Construction of the H+H/W(100) potential en-
ergy surface

The PES constructed to study H
2

dissociation on W(100) by H. F. Busnengo and A. D.
Martínez [222] has been extended in order to simulate H recombination with H-covered
W(100). Let us refer to the former as H

2

/W(100) PES and to the latter as H+H/W(100)
PES. To model the LH mechanism [242], which can be seen as the reverse mechanism
of dissociative adsorption, a PES determined for dissociative adsorption can usually
be used straightforwardly without any additional data. For HA and ER recombina-
tions, conversely, atomic configurations at the entrance channel (one atom far from the
surface) have to be added in the interpolation or fitting scheme. For dissociative adsorp-
tion, internuclear distances in the range of [req/2, 2req] are, usually, considered, where
req=0.75 Å is the equilibrium internuclear distance. For abstraction processes, internu-
clear distances until the atom-atom interaction vanishes must be taken into account for
the whole Z range. In the particular case of H

2

interacting with non-magnetic metal
surfaces as W, spin-polarized DFT calculations are required whenever the interatomic
distance r >1.6 Å and at least one of the atoms is relatively far from the surface, e.g.,
for Z >2.6 Å. Therefore, extra spin-polarized DFT atom-surface and molecule-surface
calculation need to be added.

To compute the extra H- and H
2

-surface total energies, DFT calculations had been
carried out using the same parameters as in the construction of the H

2

/W(100) PES. The
slab supercell approach is applied. A 2⇥2 cell and a 5⇥5⇥1 mesh of k–points according
to the Monkhorst-Pack method [158] are used. An electron smearing of �=0.4 eV is
introduced within the Methfessel and Paxton approach. The PW91 [243,244] functional
is used to describe electronic exchange and correlation. We have used the VASP code
[245–249] that employs a plane wave basis set to describe electronic wave functions.
Electron-ion interactions are described through ultrasoft pseudopotentials [250]. The
energy cutoff employed in all the calculations was set to 230 eV. With these parameters
the obtained equilibrium lattice constant for bulk W is a = 3.17 Å, in good agreement
with the experimental value [251].

The construction of the multiadsorbate H+H/W(100) PES has been done following
the CRP interpolation method, explained in Chapter III. The H

2

/W(100) PES of Ref.
[222] was obtained by interpolation of 28 2D-(ZCM , r) cuts calculated with DFT. These
2D-(ZCM , r) cuts have been extended to rmax =3.0 Å, which is the value at which
I6D is found to vanish. The sites (XCM ,YCM) for which 2D-(ZCM , r) cuts were used
as input data are: (0, 0), (a/4, 0), (a/2, 0), (a/4, a/4), (a/4, a/2) and (a/2, a/2) where
a =3.17 Å. On high-symmetry sites, only 2D-(ZCM , r) cuts for molecular configurations
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perpendicular and parallel to the surface were used, whereas on low-symmetry sites tilted
configurations (with #=⇡/4) are included in the input data set. The V 3D atom-surface
potentials were computed for the same surface sites, to which spin polarized energy
data had been added for Z >2.6 Å. Moreover, the PES was generalized to describe H
penetration to the subsurface down to �4 Å by the addition of V 3D data for Z values
down to �4 Å (Z=0 is defined by the altitude of the topmost surface layer). For negative
values of the center of mass altitude of the molecule ZCM , the interpolation function I6D

is assumed to be constant and equal to the value of I6D at ZCM=0 Å. Therefor, the
PES does not accurately describe the atom-atom interaction within the bulk. However,
our goal had been to model recombination of atoms that penetrate in the bulk and later
return to the surface where they recombine. In fact, in the QCT calculations we did not
find any event in which two atoms interact well inside in the metal.

Once the DFT energy data are calculated the previously employed interpolation pro-
cedure is used: I6D was obtained by subtracting the atom-surface interactions V 3D from
the molecule-surface potential [252]. 2D-cubic splines are used in the interpolation of
I6D over ZCM and r for each molecular configuration. Then symmetry-adapted expan-
sions of trigonometric functions are employed for the interpolation over # and ' on each
surface site [253]. Finally, for the interpolation over XCM and YCM 2D-periodic cubic
splines are used. The atom-surface potentials were interpolated by using a 3D-cubic
spline.

The resultant PES reproduces properly the most stable atomic adsorption configura-
tion located in the bridge position with a Z altitude of 1.107 Å [228,229,254–257], as well
as the DFT chemisorption energy of 3.09 eV. Following the method presented in Chapter
IV the X, Y and Z components of the ZPE have been calculated. For the parallel motion
to the surface, the ZPE is 69 meV and 40 meV, respectively, for the X and Y directions.
The ZPE for vibrational motion normal to the surface is 67 meV. These values are in
good agreement with theoretical [258, 259] and experimental [227, 229, 255, 260] values
reported previously for H/W(100).

In order to evaluate the quality of the constructed CRP PES, additional DFT energy
calculations have been performed and compared with the CRP values. We also compare
with the FPLEPS PES to evaluate the differences between the two PES representations.
Figure VIII.1 shows 1D-cuts of the potential as a function of the projectile altitude for a
given (Xp, Yp) position while the target is fixed in the bridge site. The agreement between
DFT data and the CRP PES is very good (discrepancies being lower than 60 meV), while
the FPLEPS is less accurate (discrepancies being lower than 300 meV). For the 1D cuts
of Figure VIII.1 root mean square deviations (RMSD) for the FPLEPS and CRP PESs
are 195 meV and 22 meV, respectively. In total, we evaluated the spin-polarized DFT
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Figure VIII.1: Comparison between the CRP (black line), the FPLEPS (green line), and the
spin-polarized DFT calculations (red circles) in the ER entrance channel for different (Xp, Yp)
positions: (A) top to bridge (0, a/4), (B) bridge (a/2, 0), (C) hollow (a/2, a/2) and (B) bridge to
hollow (a/2, a/4) positions. The different (Xp, Yp) positions and the coordinate system defining
Zp are indicated in the upper figure.

total energy of 192 configurations, for the target at bridge, bridge to hollow, and top
to bridge positions while the projectile approaches the surface from 3.5 Å to 0 Å over
top, bridge, hollow, top to bridge, bridge to hollow, and top to hollow positions. Only
potential energies relevant for the present work (<5.0 eV) are considered. We compared
them with the values predicted by the FPLEPS and CRP PESs. The RMSD were 50
meV for the CRP and 300 meV for the FPLEPS.
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Figure VIII.2: 2D (b,Zp)-cuts of the FPLEPS (top) and the CRP (bottom) PESs. The
adsorbate sits in its equilibrium position and the projectile spans the (b, Zp) plane for
X=1.585 Å (right panels) and Y =0 (left panels). Full lines (dashed lines) are positive (nega-
tive) potential isovalues separated by 1 eV (0.5 eV). The red line correspond to zero potential
energy isovalue. Top right (left) scheme indicate the (b, Zp) plane for X=1.585 Å(Y =0) and
the coordinate system used.

As mentioned in Chapter IV, useful information can be extracted from a static anal-
ysis of the PESs. Potential energy 2D (b, Zp)-cuts along Xp = 1.585 Å and Yp =

0 Å planes are displayed in Figure VIII.2 for the CRP (left) and FPLEPS (right) PESs.
The adsorbate sits in its equilibrium position, whereas the projectile is allowed to move
on the X = 1.585 Å and Y = 0 Å (b, Zp) planes as sketched in upper part of Figure
VIII.2. In both planes, the PES shows an attractive potential directed to the unoc-
cupied bridge sites. In the vicinity of the target, the potential is less attractive. The
repulsive structure resembles the crystal structure within the plane. The two PESs are
qualitatively very similar. However, some discrepancies are observed. On the one hand,
close to the target position, the topology of the two PESs differs due to the lower ad-
sorption altitude in the CRP PES. On the other hand, the absorption windows in the
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Xp = 1.585 Å plane are much thinner in the CRP PES than in FPLEPS (see down left
panel of Figure VIII.2).

VIII.2 Dynamics of H
2

Eley-Rideal abstraction from
W(100): Zero coverage limit

In order to analyze the sensitivity of the ER abstraction dynamics on the PES represen-
tation, the normal incidence scattering of atomic hydrogen off H-preadsorbed W(100)
surface is investigated within the zero coverage limit (single adsorbate), using QCT.
The constructed global ground-state CRP PES for two atoms interacting with an infi-
nite and periodic surface is employed. The same initial conditions studied in Chapter V
are investigated in order to compare with FPLEPS results.

The ER cross sections as a function of Ei for the FPLEPS and CRP PESs are shown
in Figure VIII.3. Although some differences in the PESs have been identified when
comparing potential energy curves, these differences hardly affect ER reactivity. Small
quantitative differences are only found at high Ei, but the evolution of �ER with Ei is
unchanged.
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Figure VIII.3: Left panel: Cross sections for ER abstraction using the CRP (blue) and
FPLEPS (black) PESs. Right panels: (Xp,Yp) turning positions of the projectiles leading to
ER recombination at Ei=0.5 eV for the CRP and FPLEPS PESs by rebounding on the first
layer W atoms (black) and second layer W atoms (green). The positions of the recombining
target atoms are indicated by red points.

Even if ER reactivity is weakly affected by the representation of the PES, some dy-
namical changes are observed in the ER abstraction process. As previously characterized,
reactive trajectories may proceed upon colliding on the first W layer as well as on the
second W layer [77] (below the hollow site). The analysis of the (Xp, Yp) turning points
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for the projectiles leading to ER recombination shown in right panels of Figure VIII.3
highlights the contribution of molecules bouncing off the second layer (green points) at
the expense of reaction through collision on the closest W atoms to the adsorbate. For
the CRP (FPLEPS) PES, the projectile goes below the target and catches it on its way
back after colliding in a second layer W atom for 35% (11%) of ER trajectories. This
is very likely due to two differences in the PESs. On the one hand, ER reaction upon
collision on the two closest W atoms to the target decreases due to the lower adsorption
Z altitude of the adsorbate in the CRP (1.107 Å) PES (1.2 Å for the FPLEPS). On the
other hand, projectiles are more efficiently scattered towards the target by the second
layer W atoms due to the thinner absorption path in the CRP PES representation (see
Figure VIII.2, Section VIII.1). Moreover, due to the lower adsorption altitude on the
CRP PES, the adsorbates (red points) are less displaced from the adsorption site in this
PES representation when the projectile bounces off the surface.
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Figure VIII.4: Final average translational hEtrani, vibrational hEvibi, and rotational energies
hEroti of the ER-formed H
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molecules as a function of Ei. Results for FPLEPS (black) and
CRP (red) PESs are shown.

Figure VIII.4 displays the mean final translational, rotational and vibrational ener-
gies of the ER-formed H

2

molecules as a function of Ei. Although there are some small
quantitative discrepancies in the vibrational mode at high Ei, the qualitative behavior
is not affected by the PES representation.

VIII.3 Multiadsorbate potential energy surface for H-
covered W(100)

In order to account for finite coverages, we expand the interaction potential up to two-
body terms. Therefore, three-body and higher order interactions between adsorbates
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are disregarded (see Chapter III). ⇥=0.5 ML and 1.0 ML H-coverages on W(100) have
been modeled using a 6⇥6 rectangular (a⇥a) array with periodic boundary conditions.
Same adsorption positions as in the single adsorbate limit are found for such coverages,
since the atoms do not interact at larger internuclear distances than 3.0 Å. The studied
adsorption structures for the two coverages can be visualized with help of Figure VIII.5.

0.5$ML$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $1.0$ML$ $ $ $ $ $$$$$$$$$$ $$

a

Figure VIII.5: Position of the adsorbed H atoms at ⇥=0.5 ML (left) and 1.0 ML (right).The
purple points represent the H atoms positions and a=3.17 Å is the lattice constant parameter.
Sampling areas of initial (Xp,Yp) positions of the projectiles for each coverage are represented
in yellow.

Potential energy 2D (b, Zp)-cuts for the different coverages along the Xp = 1.585 Å and
Yp = 0 planes at ⇥=0.5 ML and 1.0 ML coverages are shown in Figure VIII.6. The
comparison with Figure VIII.2 shows that at ⇥ = 0.5 and 1.0 ML coverages the in-
teraction potential close to the target is very weakly affected by the coverage. In the
Xp = 1.585 Å and Yp = 0 Å planes, at 0.5 (1.0) ML coverage the interaction potential
is a periodic repetition of the interaction potential in the b range [-1.585 Å,1.585 Å]
([-4.755 Å, 1.585 Å]) for one adsorbate (Figure VIII.6). Therefore, for 1 ML coverage
the attractive potential wells are fully occupied on these planes. As a consequence the
interaction potential is less attractive. We also analyze the Y = X � 1.585 Å plane,
and its parallel Y = X � 4.755 Å plane, (A) and (B), respectively, on the upper scheme
in Figure VIII.6. At 1.0 ML coverage, both planes are equivalent. At 0.5 ML, half of
the diagonal planes do not have any adsorbate filing a bridge adsorption site within
the plane. This is noticed in the 2D (b, Zp)-cuts for the Y = X � 4.755 Å plane in
Figure VIII.6. The negative values of the interaction potential is therefore reduced as
the coverage increases and the projectiles will experience in average less attraction to
the surface.
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Figure VIII.6: 2D (b, Zp)-cuts of the multiadsorbate CRP PES for ⇥ = 0.5 ML (left) and 1.0
ML (right) coverages when the adsorbates sit in their equilibrium position and the projectile
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VIII.4 Recombination of H
2

upon H scattering off H-
covered W(100)

The normal incidence scattering of atomic hydrogen off an H-covered W(100) surface
is simulated using QCT, for ⇥ = 0.5 ML and 1.0 ML coverages. The approach relies
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on the DFT based multiadsorbate CRP PES. Calculations use a 6⇥6 rectangular (a⇥a)
array with periodic boundary conditions in order to model an infinite covered surface.
The classical equations of motion are integrated for one projectile atom and 16 (36) ad-
sorbed targets for ⇥=0.5 (1.0) ML coverage. The targets initially sit in their equilibrium
positions and are given the ZPE as detailed in Chapter IV. The initial altitude of the
projectile is taken in the asymptotic region of the potential, at Zp=7.0 Å from the sur-
face. The (Xp, Yp) initial position of the projectile is randomly sampled in the covered
surface irreducible unit cell (yellow areas of Figure VIII.5). The factor A accounting
for the total area per adsorbate is A=4 for both coverages. For ⇥ = 0.5 ML (1.0 ML)
coverage, 30 000 (15 000) trajectories have been computed to ensure convergence. As the
multiadsorbate PES ignores possible interaction between three hydrogen atoms (see eq.
III.6), trajectories are stopped whenever one H atom has two neighboring H atoms closer
than 1.5 Å. The corresponding contribution is taken as an uncertainty to any possible
outcome of scattering defined in Chapter IV [76–78].
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Figure VIII.7: Top panels: cross sections for adsorption (blue), absorption (purple), reflection
(orange) and abstraction (black) as a function of the projectile’s incident energy. Bottom
panels: cross section for ER (blue), primary HA (red) and secondary HA (green) abstractions
as a function Ei. Left and right panels correspond to 0.5 and 1.0 ML coverages, respectively.
Uncertainties, which correspond to the contribution of stopped trajectories are represented by
shaded domains.

In order to rationalize non-adiabatic effects upon scattering, molecular dynamics
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simulations are performed within the BOSS and LDFA models. Whereas in the former
energy exchange with the surface is neglected, in the latter electronic non-adiabaticity is
accounted for. To prevent leakage of the ZPE, the friction acts only when the energy of
the preadsorbed atom exceeds the ZPE. Dissipation to surface phonons is here ignored
on the ground that, as recently demonstrated [128], dissipation to electrons is largely
dominating the relaxation of hydrogen on metals. As a result of H-atom scattering, the
exit channels for the finite coverage case described in Chapter IV are discriminated.

The probabilities from the BOSS calculation for adsorption, reflection, absorption
and abstraction are displayed in upper panels of Figure VIII.7 as a function of Ei for
⇥=0.5 and 1.0 ML coverages. Many similarities with H interaction with H-covered
W(110) [78] are found (see top panels of Figure VII.2, VII.3, and VII.4). The predom-
inant outcome at low incident Ei, adsorption, highly decreases in favor of absorption
and reflection channels with Ei. For these processes, coverage influence is quantita-
tive: Adsorption is favoured due to the more efficient energy loss to adsorbates, whereas
reflection and absorption probabilities decrease with coverage.
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Figure VIII.8: Same as in Figures VIII.7 but for LDFA calculation.

Concerning the recombination processes, bottom panels of Figure VIII.7 display the
cross sections per adsorbate for ER, primary HA and secondary HA abstraction as a
function of Ei. As for the W(110) surface (see bottom panels of Figure VII.2, VII.3,
and VII.4), within the BOSS approximation, HA mechanism dominates abstraction at
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low incident energies and coverages, whereas as Ei and ⇥ coverage increase the two
mechanisms compete. The qualitative behaviour of the cross sections changes with Ei:
specifically, at 0.5 ML, abstraction cross section decreases with Ei, whereas at 1.0 ML,
it increases until Ei⇠1.5 eV, and then decreases with Ei. Secondary HA contribution to
the total cross section is small and decreases with coverage, especially at low Ei.

The comparison with LDFA results in Figure VIII.8 helps rationalizing the effect of
energy dissipation to the metal electrons. For the two coverages, accounting for e – h
pair excitations increases adsorption at the expense of reflection and abstraction (see
upper panels in Figure VIII.8). Nevertheless, the qualitative evolution of these channels
hardly changes because of electronic excitations. As in the W(110) surface
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Figure VIII.9: Normalized distribution of ER (upper panels) and primary HA abstraction
(bottom panels) times within the BOSS (red) and LDFA (black) simulations at ⇥=0.5 ML
(left) and 1.0 ML coverages (right).

The significant reduction of HA recombination caused by energy dissipation to e – h
pair excitations on W(100) stems, as well as in W(110), from the great reduction of the
relaxation time for hot hydrogen atoms and concomitantly, the recombining hot-species
lifetime. This is illustrated in Figure VIII.9 where the distribution of ER and primary
HA abstraction times as obtained within the BOSS and LDFA simulations are displayed
for ⇥=0.5 ML (left panels) and 1.0 ML (right panels) coverages when Ei=0.5 eV. This
time is taken as the total time for abstraction. At ⇥=0.5 ML coverage, when accounting
for e – h pair excitations, the timescale for both abstraction processes become similar.
Concomitantly, the distances travelled on the surface before recombination become sim-
ilar. This is illustrated by representing the initial position of projectiles leading to ER
(bottom panels) and HA (top panels) reaction with respect to the recombining target
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Figure VIII.10: (Xp, Yp) turning position of the projectiles (black points) leading to ER
(bottom panels) and primary HA (top panel) abstraction for BOSS (right) and LDFA (left)
simulations at 0.5 ML coverage when Ei=0.5 eV. The recombining adsorbate sits at the position
(X = 1.585 Å, Y = 0).

position chosen at (X = 1.585 Å, Y = 0). The results are shown in Figure VIII.10 for
BOSS and LDFA calculations. The reduction of the projectile travelled length caused
by e – h pair excitations is also the reason for the strong decrease observed in the LDFA
secondary HA cross sections, in particular at low coverage. Remarkably, the influence
of e – h pair excitations for high coverages (⇥=1.0 ML) is less important. At this cov-
erage, the timescale (right panels in Fig VIII.9) as well as the traveled length (left
panels in Figure VIII.11) of HA and ER reaction in BOSS simulations are closer. The
projectile energy is more efficiently dissipated into the other adsorbates, resulting in
a short lifetime for the hot species even when electronic excitations are not accounted
for. The extra energy loss mediated by e – h pair excitations thus influences less reac-
tivity at such coverages, as illustrated by Figure VIII.7 and VIII.8. Although the ER
cross section shows low dependence on coverage, changes on the dynamics are clearly
observed. At high coverage, within LDFA, projectiles impact parameters b<1.0 Å con-
tribute significantly to the total reactivity (22%) in contrast with the findings at ⇥=0.5
ML coverage, in which this contribution is smaller (9%). The static analysis of the
PESs for the ⇥=0.5 ML and 1.0 ML coverages (Figure VIII.6) highlights the origin of
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Figure VIII.11: Same as Figure VIII.10 but for ⇥=1.0 ML coverage.

these dynamical changes. The attraction to the adsorption wells redirects projectiles far
from the adsorbates. As coverage increases, the adsorption wells are filled and therefore,
attraction diminished. Similarly to ER abstraction, HA abstraction also experiences a
reduction in the b parameters of the projectiles.

For ER recombination of H
2

from W(100) and W(110), the influence of the crystallo-
graphic anisotropy on cross sections and energy distribution of the formed molecules was
analyzed in detail within the BOSS approximation, using FPLEPS PESs [77]. Within
these calculations cross sections were shown qualitatively similar, but a factor two larger
on W(100) than on W(110). However, within the CRP PES representation the ER reac-
tivity on W(110) increases compared with the one obtained using the FPLEPS PES [76].
In contrast, the FPLEPS and CRP PESs representations predict almost the same ER
cross sections in the case of W(100) (see Section VIII.2). As a consequence, ER cross
sections become rather similar in both crystal faces when employing the more accurate
CRP PESs. Within LDFA, the comparison of the ER cross sections as a function of Ei

at different coverages on the two crystal faces of W (middle panels of Figure VIII.12)
highlights the weak sensitivity of ER cross sections on the crystal face as well as on the ⇥
coverage. It is also interesting to analyze the influence of the crystal face on HA abstrac-
tion (bottom panels of Figure VIII.12) since on this abstraction process the interaction
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time of the projectile with the surface is larger. In accordance with the similarities
between the dynamics of the two abstraction mechanisms when including dissipation
to e – h pairs, HA abstraction is also weakly sensitive in the crystal face as well as in
the coverage. All in all, abstraction cross sections weakly depend on coverage and on
the crystal face. In both systems, for low energies (Ei <2.0 eV) the abstraction cross
sections decreases with coverage, whereas at higher energies reactivity is independent of
the coverage.

Finally, we analyze the average internal energy distribution of the formed molecules.
The final average translational, vibrational, and rotational energies of the ER-formed
and HA-formed H

2

molecules are plotted in Figures VIII.13, as a function of the initial
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rotational energies hEroti of the ER (blue) and HA (red) formed molecules as a function of
the initial collision energy Ei: BOSS (squares) and LDFA (circles).

collision energy Ei at ⇥=0.5 (right panels) and 1.0 ML (right panels) coverages. As
expected, ER-formed molecules carry always higher internal energy than HA-formed
molecules. This is also true for each internal energy mode, but the differences at low
Ei are particularly small. In both recombination mechanisms the internal energy of the
formed molecules increases with Ei. Figure VIII.13 shows that most of the energy is
channelled into translational energy. Within the BOSS simulations, the average rota-
tional and vibrational of the formed molecules is rather similar regardless the coverage,
whereas the translational energy decreases with ⇥. This reveals that energy dissipa-
tion to the adsorbates increases with coverage. Interestingly, the observed decrease in
the translational energy with ⇥ is very similar in both mechanisms. When accounting
for e – h pair excitations the average translational energy suffers an important reduc-
tion that decreases with ⇥. As a consequence, the average translational energy slightly
decreases with coverages within LDFA. In accordance with the similar lifetimes of the
two mechanisms and the concomitant similar travelled distances, the effect of e – h pair
excitations is more or less the same for ER and HA recombinations. Overall, our results
suggest that the internal energy of ER-formed and HA-formed H

2

molecules on W(100)
are almost insensitive to the coverage. Moreover, the comparison of the average energy
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Figure VIII.14: Final average translational hEtrani, vibrational hEvibi, and rotational energies
hEroti of the abstracted H

2

molecules formed in W(100) and W(110) as a function of Ei.

distributions of H
2

molecules abstracted from W(100) with the ones abstracted from
W(110) as a function of Ei for all the studied coverages (Figure VIII.14) confirms this
statement: the partition of internal energy of H

2

molecules abstracted from W(100) and
W(110) depends on Ei, but hardly does on the coverage and crystal face within the
initial conditions studied in the present work.

VIII.5 Conclusions

We have theoretically investigated hydrogen abstraction on a W(100) surface at finite
coverages (⇥=0.5 ML and 1.0 ML). Within the BOSS approximation, the HA process
dominates abstraction of H

2

at low coverage (⇥ = 0.5 ML) and low collision energy
(Ei<2.0 eV). ER and HA recombination processes produce vibrationally and rotationally
hot molecules, however ER leads to the more excited ones. With increasing surface
coverage, HA versus ER balance changes to make ER the dominant mechanism (⇥
= 1.0 ML). Moreover, the total abstraction time decreases and both primary HA and
ER processes take place in the same timescale at high coverages. The average energy
partition between rotation and vibration is weakly affected by coverage changes. The
mean final translational energies decrease when surface coverage increases because of
scattering off other adsorbates before recombination.

The effect of e – h pair excitations is to enhance adsorption at the expense of ab-
sorption, reflection and abstraction, but the qualitative evolution of the three former
channels with Ei hardly changes. In contrast, abstraction is drastically reduced at low
Ei and low coverage. The HA recombination mechanism, which is supposed to dominate
recombination at low coverage and low Ei, is shown to be significantly affected by the
electronic excitations, since they greatly reduce the relaxation time and travelled length
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of hot hydrogen on the W(100) surface. As a result, the HA mechanism is considerably
diminished in favour of H adsorption for these incidence conditions. Thus, the evolution
of the abstraction channel with Ei changes at ⇥=0.5 ML coverage. As a matter of fact,
within LDFA both ER and HA mechanisms compete whatever the coverage, but as the
coverage increases ER becomes the dominant abstraction channel. Within LDFA the
average energy partition between translation, rotation, and vibration is weakly affected
by coverage changes.

The comparison of LDFA calculations of H abstraction from W(100) and W(110)
surfaces shows low sensitivity on the crystal face, both the reactivity and final energy
distributions of the formed molecules are similar. Moreover, within LDFA ER and
primary HA dynamics share lots of similarities at all initial conditions studied here.
Both abstraction processes take place on the same timescale and the travelled length by
the projectiles before recombination are similar, thus highlighting the arbitrary character
of their separation. Primary recombination on W(100) and W(110) might be considered
as a unique reactive process.



Chapter IX

Conclusions

Through these pages, we present the results of quasiclassical molecular dynamics (QCT)
simulations we carried out to disentangle the influence of different factors on the re-
combination of H

2

and N
2

resulting from atomic adsorbate abstraction by atom scatter-
ing off the W(100) and W(110) surfaces. For that purpose, different potential energy
surfaces (PESs) determined from density functional theory (DFT) energy values have
been employed, based on either the Flexible - Periodic - London - Eyring - Polanyi - Sato
(FPLEPS) fitting method, or the Corrugation Reducing Procedure (CRP) interpola-
tion. While Eley-Rideal (ER) recombination is analyzed in the four systems, Hot-Atom
(HA) reaction is only studied for H abstraction. The influence of electron–hole (e – h) pair
excitations is investigated in detail, via the local density friction approximation (LDFA).
When included, phonon excitations are introduced using the generalized langevin oscil-
lator (GLO) model.

First, the dissipation of energy to metal surfaces upon ER recombination is investi-
gated. Calculations have been carried out within the zero coverage limit under normal
incidence condition. Initial collision energies Ei within the range 0.25-5.0 eV are ana-
lyzed. We have confirmed that phonon excitations are only relevant for N

2

, for which
they reduce the reactivity in the range of 10–50% [71–73, 76, 77]. Energy loss due to
phonons is an order of magnitude smaller for H (0.01–0.1 eV) than for N (0.5–1.4 eV).
Conversely, energy losses via e – h pair excitations (0.4–1.1 eV for H and 0.2–0.4 eV for
N) negiglibly affect ER reactivity of N

2

, but can produce variations of the cross section
for H

2

recombination of up to a 36%. The effects have been rationalized as a reduction
of the effective collision energy. Similarly, the effect of the e-h pair excitations for N

2

dissociation on W(110) [124,131] and on W(100) [131], as well as for H
2

dissociation on
Cu(110) [124] have also been related to the reduction of the collision energy. Concerning
the way the energy losses are distributed among the different degrees of freedom of the
molecules, we observe that e – h pair excitations mostly reduce the translational energy
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of the molecules, whereas phonon excitations may also affect the vibrational energy of
N

2

. All in all, the description of the ER process is here refined by including dissipation
channels in the dynamics. We have demonstrated that in the case of H

2

recombination,
due to its light mass, it is mandatory to incorporate e – h pair excitations and that surface
movement can be neglected. On the contrary, for N

2

recombination, phonon excitation
is the dominant mechanism, though a noticeable effect of the electronic excitations also
shows up.

Second, we have investigated the stereodynamics of ER reactions on metal surfaces,
i.e., the sensitivity of the dynamics on the initial orientation of the colliding partners.
To do so, the previous four systems are further studied, under several off normal inci-
dences for the projectile atom. Important qualitative changes on ER reactivity are only
found for N abstraction. On the one hand, the energy threshold for N abstraction on
W(100) is drastically reduced with increasing the polar incidence angle because it allows
avoiding the N–N repulsion region upon approach. On the other hand, very efficient
N

2

ER abstraction is observed at the highest polar incidence ✓i due to the appearance
of a new pathway, denoted as grazing-ER, for which the adsorbate is captured by the
projectile that passes above it before colliding with the surface and being forward scat-
tered. Interestingly, a similar mechanism was identified in the efficient N

2

recombination
on N-covered Ag(111) [70, 235]. The incidence angle effects have dynamical origins in
N

2

recombination in both crystal faces, steeming from the high corrugation of the PESs.
Low dependence of the energy losses on the incidence angle is found, thus previous con-
clusions apply regardless the angle of incidence. The partition of energy into the DOF
of ER formed diatom does not depend on incidence angles for H abstraction on tung-
sten, while for N

2

recombination, stereodynamical effects are observed, in particular on
W(110) at high collision energy. These essentially originate from the large contribution
to reaction of the grazing-ER mechanism whose dynamical pathways involve very dis-
tinct dynamics. All in all, we have shown that the incidence angles of the projectile
might be very relevant on the ER dynamics and on the product energy and angular
distributions. The origin of those stereodynamical effects is the high corrugation of the
PESs.

Third, we have theoretically investigated for the first time the influence of e – h pair
excitations on HA abstraction on a metal surface. H abstraction form W(110) at ⇥=
0.25, 0.75 and 1.0 ML coverages has been studied under normal incidence conditions. HA
recombination mechanism, which is supposed to dominate recombination at low coverage
and low Ei, is shown to be significantly affected by the low-energy electronic excitations,
since they greatly reduce the relaxation time of hot H atom. This is consistent with other
works in which dissipation to electronic excitations was also found to largely dominate
the relaxation of light hot atoms at surfaces [126, 128, 137, 138, 261, 262]. Within LDFA
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both ER and HA mechanisms compete whatever the coverage, but as the coverage in-
creases ER becomes the dominant abstraction channel. For both mechanisms, e – h pair
excitations mostly reduce the translational energy of the molecules. Furthermore, the
simulations predict large adsorption probabilities, suggesting possible supersaturation in
accordance with the hydrogen superstructure at ⇥=1.5 ML coverage measured by Low
Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) and inelastic Helium Atom Scattering (HAS) [240].
DFT calculations confirm indeed that adsorption of an H atom on the saturated surface
is energetically favorable by 2.07 eV at 1.025 ML. Interestingly, such adsorbing sites
with lower binding energy have already been anticipated in the literature to rationalize
the experimentally observed hot vibrational states distributions of H

2

molecules result-
ing from abstraction on tungsten surfaces [143, 233]. All in all, the description of the
abstraction processes is refined here by including e – h pair excitations in the dynamics,
which are predicted to highly affect HA recombination.

Fourth, we have investigated for the first time H abstraction from W(100) at finite
coverages. On the one hand, we analyze the influence of e – h pair excitations. On
the other hand, by comparing with previous results for W(110), the crystallographic
anisotropy is studied. Two finite coverages (⇥=0.5 ML and 1.0 ML) are studied un-
der normal incidence of the projectile. The results show very high similarities with
the W(110) surface. Within the BOSS model, the HA process is shown to dominate
abstraction of H at low coverage (⇥=0.5 ML) and low collision energy, whereas the
two mechanisms compete as the coverage and/or collision energy increases. Dissipation
to e – h pair excitation highly affects HA recombinaiton at low Ei and coverage. At
such conditions, energy loss by hot atom-adsorbate collisions is inefficient. As a conse-
quence, electronic excitations greatly reduce the relaxation time and travelled length of
hot atoms. As coverage increases, the efficient energy loss to the adsorbates as well as
the harder access to high electronic density regions due to the adsorbates layer makes
electronic excitations less important. ER and HA mechanisms compete whatever the
coverage. With increasing surface coverage, the HA versus ER balance changes to make
ER the dominant mechanism. Both processes produce vibrationally and rotationally
hot molecules, which are weakly affected by coverage changes. Furthermore, very low
dependence on the crystal face is observed, concerning the reactivity as well as the final
energy distributions of the formed molecules. Besides, in both systems, ER and primary
HA dynamics share lots of similarities that highlights the arbitrary character of their
separation for H abstraction from tungsten.

This thesis work suggests that the role of e – h pair excitations can be important on
both ER and HA processes. While for H abstraction both recombination mechanisms
have been analyzed, ER reaction was only studied for N

2

. Although, for ER nitrogen
abstraction phonon excitations dominate energy dissipation to the metal, the contri-
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bution of e – h pair excitations is not negligible. Moreover, for N hot atoms, phonons
were previously predicted to dominate the initial stage of the adsorption process but a
substantial excitation of e – h pairs is active during the long time scales, which govern
the final accommodation of the adsorbates [127, 128, 138]. Therefore, the study of HA
recombination of N

2

is a necessary next step in order to get a wider comprehension of
electronic excitations during recombination processes.

Regarding the stereodynamical effects on ER recombination processes, we have shown
that they might be very pronounced when the interaction potential is highly corrugated.
In principle, projectiles leading to HA recombination loose memory of the initial partition
of energy among their degrees of freedom while they travel on the surface. Therefore,
stereodynamical effects are not expected at least in the final state of the molecules.
However, the incidence angle might affect the formation of hot atoms, i.e., the probability
of an atom to be trapped on the surface, and thus, might also affect HA reactivity.
Therefore, an extension of the work would be to study incidence angle effects on HA
recombination.

Besides, we have shown that for H scattering off H-covered W(100) and W(110)
adsorption is always the most probable process within the wide range of initial conditions
studied in this thesis. In accordance with experimental observations [143,233,240], high
coverages are predicted for high fluxes of gas interacting with the metal surface as in
plasma wall interactions. Therefore, the simulation of higher coverages would allow to
access to conditions that are important for those systems. To do so in a reliable way,
however, at least three atom interactions should be included. Therefore, a important
future step would be to develop a model to account for three atom interactions so that
high coverages can be investigated.



Laburpena Euskaraz

Gas eta gainazalen arteko elkarrekintzak zinez garrantzitsuak ditugu gaur egunean [1],
besteak beste, industria kimikoko prozesuen %90-ak erreakzio heterogeneoren bat du-
elako bere baitan [2, 3]. Adibidez, amoniakoaren sintesian mugatzailea den pausua,
N

2

-ren disoziazioa, gainazal metalikoetan gauzatzen da. Erreakzio honen mekanismoa
azaldu zuen ikertzailea, G. Erlt, kimikako nobel sariarekin eskertua izan zen 2007an,
gainazaletan gertatzen diren erreakzioen alorrean eginiko lan multzoagatik. Bestetik,
kimika atmosferikoko [7] eta izarrarteko inguruneko [8–10] erreakzioak maila atomikoan
ulertzeak berebiziko garrantzia du inguru hauetan ematen diren prozesuak ezagutu ahal
izateko. Ibilgailu espazialak atmosferara sartzen direnean, ibilgailuaren paretek jasaten
dituzten bero fluxuen %30-a gainazaleko erreakzioen ondorio da [11, 12]. Are gehiago,
plasma-horma elkarrekintzen deskribapena oso garrantzitsua da fusio erreaktoreei begira.
Adibide gertukoena ITER proiektu internazionala dugu, Frantzia hegoaldean munduko
fusio erreaktorerik handiena eraikitzea helburu duena. Hau izango da 2025-ean, aurresan
diren epeak betez gero, munduko konfinamendu magnetiko bidezko plasma esperimentu
handiena. Are gehiago, lehenengo aldiz, energia garbia produzituko duen fusio erreak-
torea izango da [13].

Atomo eta molekulek gainazalekin duten elkarrekintza faktore ugariren menpekoa
da: gainazalaren tenperatura, ezpurutasunen presentzia, akatsen presentzia, atomo edo
molekularen energia, intzidentzia angeluak, etab. Beraz, halako prozesu konplexuen
fisika ulertu ahal izateko, dinamika teorikoki deskribatzeak berebiziko garrantzia du.
Atomo edota molekula txikiek izaten dituzten elkarrekintzei so eginez, hauen ezagutza
nahitaezkoa da molekula konplexuagoek dituzten elkarrekintzak deskribatu ahal izateko.
Atomo edo molekula batek gainazal batekin talka egiten duenean oinarrizko gas-gainazal
prozesu hainbat gerta litezke. Gas fasetik gainazalerantz dioan atomo/molekula (jaur-
tigaia) atzera bueltan gas fasera itzuli liteke gainazalarekin talka egin ostean, isladatua
izan liteke beraz gainazaletik gertu dagoenean sentitzen dituen alderatze indarrak direla
medio. Jaurtigaiak metaleko fonoi eta elektroiak kitzikatuz, edota egon litezkeen ad-
sorbatoekin talka eginez, energia elkartrukatzen du eta ondorioz, gainazalean itsatsita
amaitu dezake, hau da, adsortzio deritzon oinarrizko prozesua gerta liteke. Aldiz, jaur-
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tigaia metalean barrena sartuz gero, eta bertan orekatuz gero metalarekin, hau da, metal
barruan itsatsita geldituz gero, absortzioa deritzogu. Azkenik, errekonbinazioa deritzon
prozesua gerta liteke, non jaurtigaia gainazaletik gas fasera itzuliko den, baina adsorba-
turiko espezie bati loturik produktu kimiko berri bat osatuz. Errekonbinazio erreakzioak
ikertu dira, hain zuzen, tesi honetan.

Hiru mekanismo ezberdinen bidez gerta liteke abstrakzioa, Langmuir-Hinshelwood
(LH) [45], Eley-Rideal (ER) [46] eta Hot-Atom (HA) [47] deritzenak. Lehenengo biak mu-
turreko mekanismotzat uler daitezke. LH erreakzioetan adsorbaturiko erreaktiboak elkar
lotzen dira. ER mekanismoan aldiz, gas fasetik datorren espezieak gainazalarekin talka
bakarra izanez erreakzionatzen du. HA mekanismoa bien tartekotzat uler liteke. Jaur-
tigaiak gainazalarekin talka egiten duenean, gainazaleko fonoi eta elektroiak kitzikatuz
edota egon litezkeen adsorbatoekin talka eginez energia elkartrukatu izanagatik, edota
momentu normaletik paralelorako energia trukaketa dela eta, gainazalean harrapaturik
gelditzen da eta atomo bero deritzo gainazalarekin orekatu bitartean. Atomo bero hau
gainazalean mugitzen den heinean energia galtzen joango da. Orekatu aurretik, adsor-
bato bat topatu eta honekin erreakzionatzen badu HA abstrakzioa deritzo prozesuari.

Azken hamarkadetan, hainbat eta hainbat izan dira errekonbinazio erreakzioak az-
tertu dituzten ikerketa teoriko [48–68, 68–80] zein esperimentalak [81–97]. Oso jok-
abide ezberdinak aurkitu dira elkar batzen ziren espezieen eta katalizatzailearen arabera.
Atomo baten adsortzioa metalean oso exotermikoa izan ohi denez, LH erreakzio bidezko
errekonbinazio termikoa ez da eraginkorra tenperatura baxuetan. ER edo HA erreak-
zioak, aldiz, exotermikoak dira eta molekula kitzikatuak produzitzen dituzte. Atomo
arinen (H,D) errekonbinazioa [48,49,58,69,74,81,82,84,86,90,94] nagusiki HA errekon-
binazio bidezkoa dela iradokitu da, teoriak ER erreakzio probabilitate oso baxuak aurre-
saten dituelako batetik, eta zinetikek iradokituta bestetik. Dena den, gas fasetik dator-
ren atomoak gainazalarekin talka gutxi batzuk besterik ez dituela izaten erreakzionatu
aurretik aurkitu da maiz. Duela ez asko, hidrogenoaren errekonbinazioan W(110)-an,
bi mekanismoak direla esanguratsuak erakutsi da [78]. Beraz, nahiz eta ER erreak-
zio probabilitateak oro har txikiak izan, mekanismo honen pisua abstrakzio totalean
kontutan hartzeko modukoa izan liteke. Badaude salbuespenak ere, non ER erreak-
zio oso eraginkorrak aurkitu diren. N

2

-ren formazioa Ag(111) gainazalean [70, 92] eta
hidrogenoaren eta Au(111)-n adsorbaturiko Cl-aren errekonbinazioa [68] ditugu adibidet-
zat.

Azken urteetan, aurrez ikusi gabeko zehaztasuna lortu da gasek gainazaletan bizitzen
dituzten oinarrizko prozesuen dinamiken deskribapenean, dentsitate funtzionalaren teo-
rian (density functional theory, DFT) oinarrituriko kalkuluetan eman den garapenari
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eta gaitasun konputazionalaren handitzeari esker. Nahiz eta tratamendu zehatzagoak
posible diren, garatutako modeloen gehiengoa Born-Oppenheimer hurbilpenean (Born-
Oppenheimer approximation, BOA) [108] oinarritzen dira, eta beraz, elektroiek ez di-
tuztela egoera estazionarioen arteko trantsizioak bizitzen jotzen da ontzat. Euren artean,
bi talde zabal bereiz ditzakegu. Batetik, molekula-gainazal arteko elkarrekintza po-
tentzialaren adierazpen jarraia, analitikoki edota numerikoki lor litekeena, gauzatzea
behar duten metodoak daude, dinamika klasiko eta kuantikoa kasu. Elkarrekintza po-
tentzialaren adierazpen jarraiei energia potentzialaren gainazala (potential energy sur-
face, PES) deritze. Honek molekula-gainazal arteko elkarrekintza indarren kalkulua
errazten du dinamikako ekuazioak integratzeko garaian. Ondorioz, erlatiboki handiak
diren sistema eta denbora eskalak simulatzea ahalbidetzen du. Aldiz, emaitzak PES-
aren kalitatearen baitakoak izango dira. Horregatik, ikerketa teorikoaren hasieretatik,
PES-aren adierazpenaren garapena [1] lan esparru nagusi izan da. Areago, interpo-
lazioa edo doitzea zehaztasunez gauzatzea lan konplexua bilakatzen da askatasun gradu
nuklearrak gora egiten duenean (>6). Dinamika kuantikoan, Schrödinger-en ekuazio
nuklearra hedatzen da, beraz, tunel efektua eta zero puntuko energia bezalako efektu
kuantikoak modu egokian tratatzen dira, dinamika klasikoarekin alderatuz. Hala ere,
kalkulu hauen karga konputazionala esponentzialki handitzen da kontutan hartutako
atomo kopuruarekin, beraz, deskripzio kuantikoa askatasun gradu baxuetara mugatua
dago gaur egunean. Simulazio klasikoekin aldiz, aldiz, gainazal eta molekularen askata-
sun gradu guztiak har litezke kontutan, baldin eta dimentsio guztiak kontutan hartzen
dituen PES-a badugu. Azken honetan dago arazoa, hain zuzen. Bestalde, zero pun-
tuko energiak klasikoki barnera litezke, dinamika kuasiklasiko (QCT) modura ezagutzen
dena. Bigarren metodoen taldean, Ab–initio dinamika molekularrean (Ab–Initio moleku-
lar Dynamics, AIMD), elkarrekintza indarrak dinamikako ekuazioak integratzen diren
heinean kalkulatzen dira, Feynman-Hellmann-en teorema jarraiki. PES-a eraikitzeko
beharrik ez izateak problemaren dimentsio guztiak kontutan hartzea errazten du, beti
ere kostu konputazional batekin. Zoritxarrez, gaur egunean metodo hauek ibilbide kop-
uru txiki batera edota denbora eskala txikietara mugatuak daude. Ondorioz, estatis-
tika arrazoigarriak lortzeko hasierako hainbat baldintzen batezbestekoak behar direnean,
metodorik zehatzenak ez dira maiz bideragarriak. Hau horrela izanik, batek balantzan
jarri behar ditu kostu konputazionala eta zehaztasuna, aztertu nahi den sistema eta
prozesuaren arabera (prozesua gertatzeko probabilitatea, denbora eskala, atomo kopu-
rua...) metodorik egokiena hautatuz.

Hurbilpen teoriko hauen baliagarritasuna agerian gelditu da gas-gainazal prozesuen
neurketa esperimentalekin egindako konparaketetan. Are gehiago, dinamika molekular-
rek prozesu hauek ulertzeko herramienta oso baliagarria direla erakutsi dute. Esate bat-
erako, adsortzio ez aktibatuak (oztopo energetikorik ez duena) aztertzerakoan, dinamika
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molekularren baliagarritasuna demostratua gelditu zen. Hasierako adsortzio probabili-
tatean antzematen den jaitsiera energia zinetikoarekin mekanismo dinamiko baten on-
dorio zela erakutsi zen, gidaritzapen efektua (steering effect) deritzona [111,112], aurrez
gutxietsia izan zelarik. Dimentsio egokia kontutan hartzearen garrantzia ere zabalki
demostratua izan da hurbilpen teoriko hauei esker [1, 113,114].

Dena den, hurbilpen hauen baliozkotasuna bertan behera gelditzen da akoplatze
ez–adiabatikoak sendoak direnean. Izatez, gas-metal interakzioen ez–adiabatikotasuna
agerian gelditu da ugaritan [115–123]. Akoplatze horrek hainbat prozesu eragin ditzake,
molekularen spin aldaketak, elektroi transferentziak edo kitzikapen/erlaxazio elektron-
ikoak, adibidez. Prozesu hauek BOA-ren baliogabetzea ekar dezakete. Hala izanez
gero, PES diabatikoak edo anizkunak behar izaten dira prozesua egokiro deskribatzeko,
baita PES hauek lotzen dituzten akoplamenduak ere, gas-gainazal elkarrekintza biziki
aldatzen baita kitzikapen hauen ondorioz. Ez–adiabatikotasuna gainazaleko energia
baxuko elektroi–zulo (e–z) pareak kitzikatzean datzanean, aldiz, nahiz eta hauek afekzio
handia izan dezaketen prozesuan energia galerek barrera energetikoen gainditzea zaildu
edota gidaritzapen efektua bultza dezaketelako, elkarrekintza potentziala ez da esangu-
ratsuki aldatzen, hau da, egoera egonkorreneko PES-ak ongi deskribatzen ditu elektron-
ikoki kitzikaturiko egoerei dagozkien PES-ak, indarrei dagokionean bada ere. Azken
urteetan, prozesu molekularretan e–z pareen kitzikapenak deskribatzeko ab initio teoria
ezberdinak garatu dira [1]. Hauen artean, zehaztasun eta sinpletasunaren arteko oreka
ona eskaintzen duen LDFA [124] modeloa dugu, [125] erreferentzian agerian utzi zuten
moduan. Modelo honen bidez, metaleranzko energia galerak adsortzio [126–128], is-
ladapen [129–131] eta disoziazio [124,131–133] prozesuetan aztertuak izan dira, besteak
beste. LDFA fonoi kitzikapenak deskribatzeko garaturiko Langevin osziladore orokortu-
aren (generalized Langevin oscillator, GLO) modeloarekin konbinatuz. Honela, proze-
suan zehar gertatzen diren energi elkartrukeak gainazalarekin deskribatu litezke, di-
mentsio altuko ab initio PES batean oinarritzen jarraituz [135].

Aurrez aipatu bezala, errekonbinazio erreakzioetan jarri dugu arreta tesi honetan,
ER eta HA mekanismoen bidezko errekonbinazio erreakzioetan zehazki. Prozesu mota
hauetan fonoiekin ematen diren akoplamenduak ugaritan aztertuak izan diren bitartean,
e–z kitzikapenak gutxietsiak izan dira orain artean, nahiz eta hauek HA abstrakzio
zinetiketan zeresana izan dezaketela iradokitu izan den. Testuinguru honetan, tesi
honen helburu nagusia e–z pareen kitzikapenek bi mekanismo hauetan duten eragina
lehenengoz aztertzea izan da. Hortarako, H eta N-ren abstrakzioak W(100) eta W(110)
gainazaletan ikertu dira. Adsorbatoaren aukeraketa beste oinarrizko prozesuetan esku-
ratu den jakintzak bultzatu du [126,128,137–139]. Adsortzio prozesuak aztertzerakoan,
Pd(100) gainazalean disoziaturiko H

2

molekuletatik sorturiko H atomo beroen erlax-
azioa e–z pareen kitzikapenen bidez gertatzen zela aurkitu zen. Atomo pisutsuagoen
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kasuan, O
2

, N eta N
2

-ren erlaxazio prozesuetan adibidez, fonoiak dira nagusi hasier-
ako faseko energia galeretan, baina amaierako egonkortzean e–z pareen kitzikapenak
esanguratsuak direla ikusi da. Beraz, sistemen aukeraketa honek errekonbinazio er-
reakzioen ez–adiabatikosunaren inguruko ikuspegi zabala eskuratzea ahalbidetuko digu.
Energia galerek atomo beroen difusio hipertermalaren bizitza mugatzen dutenez, er-
aginkorrak izanez gero, eragin garrantzitsua izango dute HA erreaktibotasunean. ER
erreakzioetan, aldiz, difusio hipertermalak ez du zeresanik, baina erreakzioan askatzen
den energia kantitate altuak e–z pare kopuru nabarmena kitzika dezake, eta ondorioz,
metalera transferitua izan. Esate baterako, Au(111) gainazalean HCl molekulen eraketa
ikertzerakoan [85], energi galeren zati bat e–z pareen kitzikapen bidez gertatzen zela
iradokitu zuten [69]. Gainazalari dagokionean, tungstenoa izan da hain zuzen aukeratua
plasmari aurre egingo dioten konponenteentzako materialtzat fusio erreaktore eraikitzeko
ITER proiektuan. Konponente hauek gas galeren eta ezpurutasunen ihesa kontrolatu
behar dute, eta erreaktorean emango diren bero zama handienak jasan beharko di-
tuzte [13]. Arlo honetan funtsezkoa da hidrogeno atomo eta molekulek tungstenoarekin
duten elkarrekintzak ikertzea, baita metaleranzko energi jarioa ezagutzea ere [140]. Ap-
likazio praktikoetan metal polikristalinoak erabiltzen direnez, gas-gainazal erreakzioetan
anisotropia kristalografikoak duen eragina garrantzizko aspektua da. Areago, kristal au-
rpegien egitura elektronikoen arteko ezberdintasunek kitzikapen elektronikoekin energia
elkar trukean eragin dezakete. Tungstenoaren bi kristal aurpegi ikertzeak aspektu hauek
aztertzeko bide ematen digu. Bestetik, ER prozesua oso exotermikoa denez, moleku-
lak oso kitzikatuak sortzen dira [141–143], zeinak interesgarriak diren ioi negatiboen
produkziorako [144]. Tesi honetan erabili ditugun hurbilpen teorikoek errekonbinazio
dinamika xehetasunean jarraitzeko aukera ematen digute. Zehazki, ohiko errekonbi-
nazio probabilitate txikiek iradokituta dinamika kuasiklasikoa hautatu dugu aipaturiko
abstrakzio prozesuak ikertzeko.

Dinamika kuasiklasikoa BOA-n oinarritzen da, beraz, elektroi eta nukleoen masen
arteko ezberdintasuna handia dela (mp ⇡ 1836me) argudiatuz, askoz ere azkarrago
mugitzen diren elektroiak nukleoen mugimenduari bat batean egokitzen zaizkiola ematen
da ontzat [145]. Tesi honetan, Hohenberg and Kohn-en (HK) [146] bi teoremetan
eta Kohn-Sham (KS) ekuazioetan oinarritzen den DFT erabiltzen da atomo/molekula-
gainazal sistemaren elkarrekintza potentziala ezagutzeko. Tesi honetan erabili ditu-
gun PES-ak tradizioz gas-gainazaletan gehien erabili izan diren GGA funtzionaletako
batekin eraikiak izan dira: Perdew-Wang 1991 (PW91) [150] eta Revised Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof (RPBE) [151]. Konfigurazio esanguratsu ugariri dagozkien energia potentzia-
lak kalkulatu dira DFT bidez. Molekula-gainazal sistema batek atomo asko dituenez,
batek kontutan hartu behar dituen askatsun graduak hautatu behar ditu kalkulua egin-
garria izan dadin. Maiz, tesi honetan kasu, gainazal izoztuaren hurbilpena aplikatzen da,
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hau da, gainazaleko atomoen mugimendua gutxiesten da, posizio egonkorrenetan koka-
turik mantentzen direlarik. Molekula-gainazal elkarrekintza potentzialaren adierazpen
jarraia den PES-a eraikitzeko, doiketa baliatzen da. Energia balioak funtzio analitiko jar-
rai batera doitu edo adierazpen numeriko jarrai batera interpolatu daitezke. Tesi honetan
erabili ditugun PES-ak FPLEPS [159–161] funtziora doituak edo CRP [162] interpolazio
metodoa jarraiki eraikiak izan dira. Nahiz eta informazio erabilgarria lor litekeen PES-
en analisi estatikotik (energia minimoko erreakzio bideak, energia barrera minimoak
prozesu erreaktiboetan, adsortzio lekuen sakonera...), dinamika molekularra kalkulatzea
ezinbestekoa da gainazaletan gertatzen diren oinarrizko prozesuak ulertzeko. Dinamika
gas atomoentzat (H edo N) Hamilton-en ekuazioak ebatziz burutu da. Bi kalkulu mota
gauzatu ditugula esan dezakegu: Lehenengo bi ikerketetan, H+H eta N+N ER errekon-
binazioak gaineztatze hutseko limitean aztertzen dira, hots, adsorbato bakarra jarriaz
gainazal infinitoan. Azken bietan, H+H errekonbinazioa bakarrik aztertzen da, gainez-
tatze ezberdinetako W(100) eta W(110) gainazaletan. Hau bi atomoren arteko inter-
akzioak soilik kontutan hartuz egin da, hau da, hiru-gorputzeko eta kopuru altuagoko
potentzialaren terminoak ez dira kontutan hartu. Gaineztatze ez altuegientzat, deskrib-
apen egokia da hau, hiru atomo ez baitira elkarrengandik nahikoa gertu egoten ia inoiz.
H (N) jaurtigaia, gainazaletik 7 Å(8 Å)-tan kokatzen dugu hasieran, gainazalarekiko
intzidentzia konkretu bat duela eta hasierako energia batekin, 0.25-5.0 eV tarteko hain-
bat baliorentzat egin duguna. Fonoi eta e–z pareen kitzikapen bidez gertatzen diren
energia elkartrukea kontutan izan direnean GLO [134, 135] eta LDFA [124] eskemak
aplikatu dira, hurrenez hurren. Tesi honetan errekonbinazio erreakzioen lau aspektu
ezberdin ikertu ditugula esan genezake:

1. ER erreakzioetan metalak jasaten dituen energia elkartrukeak aztertzen dira, bi
energia galera bide nagusiak kontutan hartuz: e–z pareen eta fonoien kitzikapenak.
Hortarako, lau sistema ikertu ditugu: (i) H atomo arinen errekonbinazioa W(100)
and W(110) gainazaletan eta (ii) astunagoa den N atomoena gainazal berdinetan.

Kitzikapen elektronikoen bidezko energia galera H
2

-ren kasuan N
2

-renean baino
3 bider handiagoa direla aurkitzen dugun bitartean, fonoi bidezko galerak hamar
bider handiagoak aurresaten dira N

2

-rentzat. Nahiz eta fonoi kitzikapenak izan
N

2

-ren kasuan nagusi, e–z pare kitzikapen bidezko energia galerak esanguratsuak
dira. Hidrogenoaren kasuan aldiz, H eta W-aren arteko masa ezberdintasuna dela
eta, fonoi kitzikapenak mesprezagarriak dira.

Fonoi kitzikapenek N
2

-ren errekonbinazioa mugatu egiten dutela aurkitu da, jau-
rtigaiaren energiaren eta kristalaren aurpegiaren baitan %10-50 tartean txikitzen
delarik erreaktibitatea. H abstrakzioari dagokionean, fonoi kitzikapenek erreak-
tibitatean duten eragina baztergarria da. Metaleko e–z pareen kitzikapenek %36-
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rainoko aldaketak eragin ditzazkete H
2

errekonbinazio probabilitateetan, batzue-
tan bultzatuz eta besteetan mugatuz. Kitzikapen elektronikoek dinamikan duten
efektua talka energiaren txikitze bidez arrazionalizatu da: ER erreakzio probabili-
tatea jaurtigaiaren hasierako energiarekin handitzen (txikitzen) denean, kitzikapen
elektronikoek erreakzio probabilitatea txikitu (handitu) egiten dute.

Azkenik, energi galerek ER erreakzioen produktu diren molekulen amaierako en-
ergietan duten eragina aztertu da. Kitzikapen elektronikoen bidezko energia ga-
lerak formatutako molekularen batezbesteko energia translazionalaren txikitzean
antzematen dira. Fonoi kitzikapenen eragina, aldiz, amaierako egoera translazio-
nalean ez ezik, bibrazionalean ere antzematen da, bi kasuetan energiak behera
egiten duelarik.

2. Bigarren ikerketan, ER erreakzioen estereodinamika, hau da, erreaktiboen gertu-
ratze geometriaren eragina, aztertu da. Horretarako, aurrez azterturiko lau sis-
tema berdinak ikertzen ditugu, baina oraingo honetan, jaurtigaiaren intzidentzia
ezberdin ugarirentzat.

Jaurtigaiaren intzidentzia angeluak N-ren abstrakzioan H-renean baino askoz er-
agin handiagoa duela topatzen da. Hala ere, lau sistemetan baztergarriak ez di-
ren aldaketak aurkitzen dira. Bereziki N+N errekonbinazioetan, non aldaketa
kualitatibo handiak aurresaten diren. Batetik, W(100) gainazalean aurkitzen den
erreakziorako energia muga nabarmenki txikitzen da intzidentzia angelu polar-
rarekin. Hau, adsorbatoaren gainean aurkitzen dugun N–N aldarapen eremuaren
ondorio da. Lur-arraseko intzidentziei esker jaurtigaiak aldaratze eremua saih-
estu dezake, eta ondorioz, erreakziorako energia muga txikitu egiten da. Bestetik,
N+N ER erreakzioaren eraginkortasuna biziki handitzen da W(110) intzidentzia
angelu polarra handitzen den heinean, erreakzio bide berri baten agerpena dela eta,
grazing-ER izendatu duguna. Orokorrean, kontribuzio txiki batzuk salbuespen, ik-
ertu ditugun gainontzeko ER erreakzio guztietan jaurtigaiak talkaz ateratzen du
adsorbatoa. Lehenengo, jaurtigaiak gainazalarekin talka egiten du eta adsorba-
toaren kontra zuzendua izaten da. Sortutako molekularen amaierako norantza
zuzentze honen baitakoa dela ikusten da. N jaurtigaia lur-arraseko intzidentziaz
hurbiltzen denean W(110) gainazalera, aldiz, jaurtigaien %50-ak adsorbatoaren
gainetik pasa eta hurrengo W atomoarekin talka egiten duela aurkitzen dugu. Bide
berri honetan, ordea, ez du bere zentzua adsorbatoruntz aldatua ikusiko, zetorren
zentzu berean jarrraituko du adsorbatoa berarekin eramanez. Bi sistemetan, intzi-
dentzia angeluaren efektuak jatorri dinamikoa du, sistema hauen PES-ek duten
korrugazio altuari lotua dagoena.

Aurrez egin bezala, metaleko fonoi baita e–z pareen kitzikapenetan izandako ener-
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gia elkartrukea aztertua izan da, baita energia galera hauek erreaktibitatean duten
eragina ere. Intzidentzia normalean ikusitakoa aurkitu dugu funtsean. Batazbes-
teko energia galerak garrantzitsuak dira, 0.5-2.0 eV tartean aurkitzen direlarik.
Dena den, energia galerek erreaktibitatean duten eragina kuantitatiboa da soilik.
Intzidentzia angeluaren baitako diren arren energia galera hauek, menpekotasun
txikia dutela ikusten dugu.

Sortutako molekulen energiari dagokionean, intzidentzia angeluak ez du eraginik
hidrogenoaren kasuan. Nitrogenoaren errekonbinazioan aldiz, efektu estereodi-
namiko baztergarriak topatzen ditugu W(100) gainazalean, baina garrantzitsuak
W(110) gainazalean. Efektu garrantzitsu hauek erreakzio bide berriaren kon-
tribuzio altuen ondorio direla aurkitzen da.

Intzidentzia angeluak ER erreakzioetan garrantzia izan dezakeela ikusi dugu beraz.
HA mekanismoan, jaurtigaia atomo bero bilakatzen den moduan hasierako ener-
gia banaketaren memoria galdu egiten du, eta beraz, batek ez du estereodinamika
efekturik espero molekulen amaierako egoerari dagokionean behintzat. Hala ere,
intzidentziak jaurtigaia gainazalean arrapatua gelditzeko probabilitatean eragin
dezake, eta ondorioz HA erreaktibitatean ere. Errekonbinazio prozesuen esterodi-
namikan sakontze bidean, beraz, HA erreakzioen estereodinamika aztertu beharko
da etorkizunean.

3. Metaleko e–z pareen kitzikapenek HA errekonbinazioan duten eragina ikertu da.
Hortarako, hidrogenoaren abstrakzioa 0.25 ML, 0.75 ML eta 1.0 ML gaineztatzedun
W(110)-etan aztertu da. Aurreko ikerketetako emaitzak ikusirik, fonoi kitzikape-
nak gutxietsi egin dira. Kontutan izan gaineztatzeak berak beste energia galera
bide bat suposatzen duela, beraz, kalkulu adiabatikoan ere jaurtigaiak adsorba-
toekin talka eginez energia gal dezakeela.

Kitzikapen elektronikoen eragina adsortzioa handitzea dela ikusi da, isladapen,
absortzio eta abstrakzio prozesuen kaltetan. Hala ere, lehenengo hiru prozesuen
portaera jaurtigaiaren hasierako energiarekin ez da aldatzen. Abstrakzioari dago-
kionean, aldiz, oso murriztua ikusten da gaineztatze eta jaurtigaiaren hasierako
energia (Ei) txikientzat. HA mekanismoa, kalkulu adiabatikoaren arabera bald-
intza hauetan nagusi den errekonbinazio mekanismoa, biziki txikitzen da kitzikapen
elektronikoak kontutan hartzen ditugunean. 0.25 ML-ko gaineztatzea dugunean
eta Ei=0.5 eV denean, kitzikapen elektronikoek ⇠0.25 ps-tara mugatzen dute jau-
rtigaiaren erreaktibotasuna. Momentu honetatik aurrera beraien patua adsorbato
bilakatzea izango da. Kalkulu adiabatikoan aldiz, 0.8 ps behar dira jaurtigaiak er-
reakzionatzeko gaitasuna gal dezan. Ondorioz, kalkulu ez–adiabatikoaren arabera,
edozein izanik ere gaineztatzea, ER eta HA mekanismo biek jarduten dute errekon-
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binazioa ematen. Gaineztatzean handitzean, dena den, ER mekanismoa bilakatzen
da nagusi.

Molekulen amaierako energia banaketari dagokionean, kitzikapen elektronikoen
efektua ikertzen dugun prozesuaren denbora eskalaren baitakoa dela topatzen dugu.
Gaineztatze baxuenean, 0.25 ML, HA mekanismoaren bidez sorturiko molekulek
jasaten duten energia gutxitzea ER mekanismoaren bidez sortutakoek baino han-
diagoa da. Gaineztatze altuagoetan, ordea, bi mekanismoen erreakzio denborak
pareko bilakatzen dira eta ondorioz, kitzikapen elektroniko bidezko energia gale-
rak ere. Aurrez ikusi bezela, energia gutxitzea amaierako energia translazionalean
antzematen da bereziki. LDFA kalkuluetan, sortutako molekulen batezbesteko
energia translazional, bibrazional eta errotazionalak gaineztatzean menpekotasun
txikia dutela aurkitzen da.

Amaitzeko, baldintza guztietan adsortzioa dugu prozesu ohikoena. Hau, W(110)
gainazalean LEED eta HAS tekniken bidez neurtu den 1.5 ML-eko H super-egiturarekin
bat dator. Gainera, neurtutako molekulen maila bibrazional altuek iradokitutako
adsortzio posizio ezberdinekin ere bat dator. Halako gaineztatzeak deskribatzeko
3 gorputzen interakzio terminoen inklusioaren garatu beharko da etorkizun hur-
bilean.

4. Hidrogenoaren errekonbinazio dinamika 0.5 ML eta 1.0 ML gaineztatze dun W(100)
gainazaletan ikertu da. Metaleko e–z pareen kitzikapenek eragina ere aztertu da,
LDFA bidez. Aurreko emaitzekin alderatuz, kristal aurpegiak duen eragina er-
reaktibotasunean eta molekulen amaierako energia banaketan aztertu ahal izan
dugu.

Hurbilpen adiabatikoan, adsortzioa da nagusi Ei txikietan. Jaurtigaiaren hasier-
ako energia handitzean absortzio eta isladapen prozesuek indarra hartzen dute
eta adsortzioa murriztu egiten da. Errekonbinazioari dagokionean, HA prozesua
da nagusi gaineztatzea eta talka energiak baxuak direnean (0.5 ML eta Ei<2.0
eV). Gainontzeko baldintzetan, ER eta HA mekanismoen kontribuzioak errekon-
binazio totalari parekoak dira. Bi mekanismoek molekula bibrazionalki eta erro-
tazionalki beroak produzitzen dituzte, hala ere, ER erreakzio bidez sorturikoak
dira kitzikatuenak. Gainaztatzea handitzean (⇥ = 1.0 ML), ER mekanismoa gai-
lentzen da. Gainera, abstrakzio totalerako denbora txikituz doa eta gaineztatze
altuetan bi mekanismoak denbora eskala berean ematen direla aurkitzen dugu.
Batezbesteko energia banaketak errotazio eta bibrazio mugimenduetan gutxi al-
datzen dira gaineztatze aldaketekin. Batezbesteko energia translazionala, aldiz,
txikituz doa gaineztatzea handitzen den heinean, adsorbatoekiko energia galerak
handitu egiten baitira.
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Metaleko e–z pareen kitzikapenen eragina adsortzioa bultzatzea da, absortzioaren,
isladapenaren eta abstrakzioaren kaltetan. Hala ere, lehenengo hiru kanalen bi-
lakaera kualitatiboa Ei-rekin berdina da. Aldiz, abstrakzioa bortizki murrizten
da Ei eta gaineztatze baxuetan. HA mekanismoa, baldintza hauetan errekonbi-
nazio bide nagusi zena kalkulu adiabatikoan, kitzikapen elektronikoen ondorioz
asko murrizten da, H atomo beroen erreaktibotasun denbora larriki murrizten
baitute. Aldi berean, atomo beroek egindako batezbesteko distantzia txikitu egiten
da ere. Abstrakzio kanalaren bilakaera Ei-rekin aldatu egiten da beraz 0.5 ML-
ko gaineztatzea dugunean. Orotara, edozein izanik gaineztatzea, LDFA kalkuluen
arabera ER eta HA mekanismoek leian dihardute errekonbinazioa ematen. Gainez-
tatzeak gora egin ahala ER erreakzioa bilakatzen da garrantzitsuen. Kalkulu ez–
adiabatikoak produzitutako molekulen batezbesteko translazio, bibrazio eta erro-
tazio energiek gaineztatzean menpekotasun gutxi dutela aurresaten du.

LDFA-n, W(100) and W(110) gainazaletan H-ren abstrakzio kalkuluen alderake-
tak gainazal aurpegiaren eragin baxua agerian uzten du, bai erreaktibitateari
baita amaierako energia banaketari dagokionean. Are gehiago, LDFA-n ER eta
HA mekanismoek ezaugarri oso antzekoak dituzte bi gainazaletan, hasierako bald-
intzak edozein izanik. Biak denbora eskala berean gertatzen dira eta errekonbinatu
aurretik ibilitako distantziak ere parekoak dira, beraz, bi mekanismo hauen ba-
naketaren izaera arbitrarioa agerian gelditzen da. W(100) eta W(110) gainazaletan
H+H errekonbinazio primarioa, hots, ER+HA errekonbinazioa, erreakzio prozesu
bakartzat jo liteke beraz.

Laburbilduz, tesi honetan metaleko e–z pareen kitzikapenek abstrakzio erreakzioetan
eragin garrantzitsua izan dezaketela demostratu da. Bi mekanismoetan duten arren
zeresana kitzikapen elektronikoek, HA mekanismoan dute berebiziko garrantzia. Bereziki
H bezalako atomo arinen kasuan, non energia galera ia oro e–z pareen kitzikapen bidez
gertatzen den.
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